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No hope of salvaging MSU building
Cause ndetermined

_

bility that earlier fires may have
Marshal Dennis Decker.
"We can't make any sort of triggered it.
statement about the -status of the
Ed West, director of • facilities
The fire that vastated Murbuilding until the report is
management at 'Murray State,
ray State
iversity's old fine •released," he said.
said Saturday.- that during conarts bujjdthg during the %weekend s Decker.. is. working on the
struction Friday, workess from,
has
t no hope that the building inwestigatiOn today. An offilial•Progres,sivev Construction,Co. in' :
•
mtllI be- i'aluaged, According qo
repoit
not-_expected fa-three
cutting
Princeton. were
• _Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott..
weeks.
torch and had a section catch _on'
"I don't think there's a struclire, which they put out.
tural engineer anywhere that will
"The investigation is continu"The workers worked .the rest
bet bis life on the building being
ing, but with limited manpower," of the day and there,4as no furth.-dsafe," Scott said. 'Tie seen the
Scott said. "There are only aboUt er sign of sritake," West said.
Stress cracks and I'd say the
four people in the building and I
Scott s iArtbe,,,fire department
building_will come down."
was told- that the investigation
notified about the
hacl_nn
cathe
Dr. Jim Bootfr, provost and
woq10,_b_c_ done as quickly as
r
fires.
vice president for academic arid,, -possible." ;There. is a good possibility
•"- "T
student affairs at Murray .State,
Although the cause of the fi
that thei fire was .caused by the
-said the university_ is waiting for
has not yet been deterii.Htd
cutting torch because there was a
the official reporetrom State Fire
Scott said there is a i; possifire at 1:30 p.m. ,Friday and -one
the day before," Scott said. .
The structure has already been
_exaMined'hy a'strutruraf engMeer
from Frankfort and an architect
from the construttion. company.
"Both, say _the building is .
unsound and unsafe for anyone to
go in, but they are going ahead with the investigation," Scott
said.
Officials believe the fife.probably,started on the second Hoek
-Of the northeast- side. of the

By AMY

WILSON
Staff Writer -

.

}

ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledger & Times photos

Murray's new high-rise ladder truck goi its first taste of action Friday
and Saturday by participating In the effort to extinguish the fire at Murray State University's old fine arts building. Meanwhile, firefighters
(above) attempt to enter the building Saturday morning. Firefighters
were still on the scene Sunday putting out spot fires. See additional fire
photos on page 2.
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-n we Pulled off from
i ihnegr.easo
'
bu
the north side is because the contractor told- Us about some
acetylene tanks there," Scott said
"They didn't-- explode and the
pressure was released. We were
also able to move other ,tanks
located in the southeast Corner."
- Acetglene is a colorless, highly'
flammable or explosive gas used
for metal welding and cutting and
as an illuminant.
"There's not a building anywhere that is .worth a person's
life," Scott said.
Interim music department
,ch,airman Ray Conklin called
campus security before 6 p.m.
Friday to report the, smoke.
Firefighters worked through
Friday night and much of Saturday trying to extinguish the fire
II See Page 2

Murray
granted
$280,50Q

Rwanda rebels
claim victor*
By PAUL ALEXANDER
Goma on Wednesday — at least
Associated Press Writer
300,000 coming across on SunGOMA, Zaire (AP) — Rebel day alone.
forces in Rwanda declared vic' From Geneva, the Red Cross
tory today as hundreds of thousaid
fears of a rebel advance into
sands of Hutu refugees threatened
Rwanda touched off
'southwestern
to overwhelm a second area of
new
a
Sunday into Bukaexodus
neighboring Zaire.
vu, 60 miles south of Goma.
The Tutsi-dominated rebels
said they had swept away the last - Red Cross spokesman Tony
Hutu government resistance, and
Burgcncr said tens of thousands
that a cease-fire was in place.
had arrived by this morning and
The rebel leader said he hoped
the number was rapidly
the end of the fighting would halt
approaching 100,000.
the desperate human flight out of
"There is a potential of
Rwanda.
another ouple of hundred thouIt was eerily quiet today in
Goma, where up to 1 million ter- sand people that might come in
there as well," he said. With that.
rified Hutus had fled advancing
rebels in the previous five days. many refugees, the situation in
Bukavu would become "very
An estimated 170 people died
he said.
dangerous,"
Sunday in cross-border mortar
In Goma, Burgener said, there
fire and in two massive stampedes across the frontier. Today, were first signs of dysentery, and
the shelling had stopped and the an epidemic probably would be
unavoidable.
gunfire had tapered off.
Hutus, fearing revenge from
the rebels, began crossing into • See Page 2

The City of Murray has
been granted preliminary
approval of a $280,500 grant
application, according to May-,
or Bill Cherry.
Cherry made the announcement following Thursday
night's city council meeting.
He said the money will be
used for renovations of the
building formerly occupied by
Safeguard America on North
Fourth Street.
Murray/Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Steve Zea - said
the money will be used to
purchase
"This is another good grant
for the city.and the community," the mayor said.
There are noetax dollars
involved in the venture, Cherry said. The grant money will
be added to other Economic

the- 'building.

•See

Page 2

What A Show

•

Comet smaghes into Jupiter
scope, show that the effects of
By PAUL RECER
AP Science Writer
If one of these earlier impacts have left black
pockmarks in a band on the
GREENBELT, Md. (AP) —
were to hit North southern
end of Jupiter. The
One of the biggest of the 21 fragAmerica, it would marks are spreading out and
ments of comet Shoemaker-Levy
create a crater 12 ,some now are bigger than the
9 smashed Jupiter early today,
of.Earth. Scientists said
causing the most powerful planetmiles in diameter." diameter
seemed to be thinning
spots
the
ary explosion ever observed and
unknown how long
was
it
and
Eugene Shoemaker
blinding some instruments watchscars would last.
these
(Scientist)
ing from Earth.
Shoemaker said that both G
The comet shard, called fragH were about two miles in
and
ment G, hit the backside of Jupiter and immediately bloomed into Earth," said Lucy McFadden, a diameter.
Impacts on Saturday and Suna hugh fireball that for a few University of Maryland astromoments was brighter than the nomer. "Ten thousand megatons day came from fragments about a
whole planet, astronomers report. Is the total energy that we can third as large, and astronomers
reported seeing fireballs that
"It Was a big wallop," said „ Create on arth with bombs."
Infrared- radiation, which is erupted up to 600 miles above the
Eugene Shoemaker, a U.S. Geological Survey scientist and co- heat, was so great from the Jupiter cloud tops: Plumes- from
the the eruptions then spread out,
discovered of the comet. He esti- explosion that detectors at
instruments
Observatory
Keck
leaving behind a black scar markmated that the energy released by
fragment G was equal to about were overwhelmed, or saturated. ing the impact point.
250 million megatons of . TNT
Telescopes on Earth and
More big explosions are
and created temperatures of more expected as fragment H, nearly as instruments on the Hubble Space
than 30,000 degrees.
Telescope captured views of
big is G, hits later today.
telescopes,
other
from
Pictures
"The energy released is beyincluding the Hubble Space Tele- •See Page 2
ond any of our experiences on

/
larksey United Methodist Church
will host a county-wide panel discussion
on 'Violence in Society and Conflict
Resolution at 7 p.m: tonight at the
church.
•Calloway County School Board will
meet at 7 p.m. Monday at the board
•
office.

The World Cup soccer tournament is
history, with Brazil taking home their
fourth championship by beating Italy.
Sunday's final was decided by penalty
kicks after two hours of play ended in a
scoreless tie.

Page 8 ).

• Southwest Elementary Site-Based
Council will meet at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday
at the school and will go into executive
session to discuss candidates for the
principal's position. Prior to the meeting,
The council WM have a short sworn session about policies and pcocedures.
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ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledger & Timei photo
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times
fire continued.

ALLISON MILLIKAWLedger &

.110 history.
Between 100 ito 200 firefighters joined together to fight the.biuggst firen Murray•State- UW04[10

Firemen ,from leveyai agencies renondeg -to ;he 'fire to- givf- assistance

as_ the

photo

-
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- No hope...
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•
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..-FROM PAGE 1
and keep it --from spreadmg to
• adjoining. buildings. They were
- :stilt putting Out ispot fire,s
_Sunday. •
Utmost- concern for many um-

Murray
._Ledgeikqinles_
1001 iNhltnell:-Dr.
Murray. . KY :42071.
:-•
DEPARTMENT HEADS
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verSity officials is the damage music and art departments -that
we have to evaluate," he said.
done to surri5unding buildings,
not moving the grand
"-We ,are looking at extsgsive
Water damage and smciice darnage piano and the organ.. (on the
throughout Lovett Auditorium," sage) because of'the humidity."
Officials, had first thought that
Booth said. "We are trying to no damage had occurred to any
•
deterrnine how much.'lLovett Auditorium is one of. of- the rooms located under the
the .Oldest buildings on campus,. northwest, stairwell of Lovett
.
having been completed in 1928. Auditoriurn.
-VMSwncrvTfigity
en
The old line... arts budding,
the university's inStruments were
5, is joined -to the
.
was built i#4-494
stored, as well as many Of the
six-story fine arts building by
university's large instruments,"-_
enclosed walkways.
"We are in the • process of Reichmuth said. "We. are inven-'
tOring -theni now. There are also
'oing over any area affected by
art facilities there with equipment
to
water
or
the fire, soot, smoke
see what the damage is," said Dr. piled to the ceiling.
Roger Reichmuth, assistant dean . "We are lucky that we have the
temporary facilities," he said.-"A
of the college of fine arts and
oT time and e!pense went into-lot
-"•'•
communication-.'
Reichmuth said a great-deal of- relocating.:.
According to Joe Hedges, mansmoke and water had gotten into
ager -of the' Murray State News'
"
Lovett Audithrium.
Bureau, all classes in :-the new
"The water carne—ill, from the
arts building win-be held and
fine
annex,- went on the stage and
offices will be open.
eventually went underneath.-The
The old fine arts building has
extent of that damage won't be
been under .interior renovation
known until'it is dry.
since July S. Musical instruments
. "We had stored a number of
the
from
and instructional materials had
stage
items under the
been moved to other -campus
locations during the prerenovation process earlier this
. year.
Renovation plans called for the
roof and outer Structure to remain
Pick 3
intact. Meanwhile, the interior
2-0-8
was supposed to be gutted for the
Pick 4
8-9-1-3
Lotto 1 -3-11-15-17-24

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

regovation.
Funds for the project had been
appropriated by the- KentuckyGeneral Assembly.
In preparation for the renovation, classes.normally held in the
old fine arts' building were relocated to the former University,
Church of Christ and Westsjde
Baptist Church buildings across
Although a7final count of those
responding to the call has--not yet,
been tallied, Scott said between
.100 and 200 people responded.
- "The response was just-amai:'
.ing," Scott said. "Firefighters
from Murray, Calloway County
and Mayfield,were there during
--the worst part. They would go in
an work until their tank _ran out,
then they would come out and get
another one.
"Paris called us and said they
would help," Scott said. "This
was the first time and hopefully
the last time that wq have to use
the new ladder firetruck. Euckily,
we had plenty of water."
• South Marshall and Puryear
fire departments also responded.
Help was also provided by MSU
Public Safety, Murray Fire
'Department, Calloway County
Sheriff's - Department„ Kentucky
State Police and the Calloway
County DES.
No-damage estimate has been
released.
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•Comet...

FROM PAGE 1
•
heated gas rising rapidly and then
spreading out in a black smear.
Though the impacts are behind
Shell Jupiter as viewed from Earth,
they produce bubbles of hot gas
that-rise so high that they can be
seen over the horizon.
"The fireball extends beyond
the limb (visible horizon) of the
plinet,— Heidi- Hammel of the
Space Telescope Science Institute
said Sunday. She was speaking of
a Hubble image taken of fragment A's explosion. "This is a
massive thing."
TVA is changing the way it manages the shoreline
After-fragment C hit early Sunaround its lakes and would like•your opinion...
day, astronomers at the Keck
Telescope in Hawaii took
How can TVA do a better job?
infrared photos. The views show
What changes should be made?
two glowing -ovals, each about
How should the shoreline be used?
the diameter of the Earth, left by
fragments A and C.
PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF THE
Fragment B is thought to have
, been much smaller and less comFOLLOWING MEETINGS IN YOUR AREA
pact. No images were released of
FROM 7:00 PM. TO 10:00 PM.
that impact. Fragment D views
were to be released today.
The best is yet to come, said
KnoxVille. TN
Blountville, TN
David Levy, an amateur astroFarragut High School
Central High School
nomer_ and a co-- discoverer of the
July1.1
- 4 June.?9 '
comet.
Sweetwater, TN
Dandridge, TN
"This is just the orchestra
Sweetwater Jr. High School
Jefferson County High School
warming up," he said.
July 12
June 21
After G and H hit today, astronomers will look for more exploMunkly, NC Clinton, TN
sions from the impact on Tuesday
Murphy High School
Anderson County High School
of fragment K, and of fragment
July 14
June 23

Murray Lodger & trnes-NSPS 304-700)
Murray Le6per & Timm es • rnontaer of the
Aesocuied Nem Kentucky Prow Aolocistion
and Southern Noweempers Publisher, Aseodslion. The Associated Prete itentclueive01 wetted
to MOM onpinsted be Murray Lodger I Tense.

./ PUBLIC MEETINGS
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT
INITIATIVE

Muscle Shoals, AL
Muscle Shoals High School
June 27

Murray, KY
Murray High School
July 18

Decatur. AL
Oak Park Middle School
June 28

Parsons, TN
Parson Riverside High School
July 19

luka, MS'
Burnsville Middle School
June 30

Guntersville, AL
Guntersville High School
July 25

Q1 on Wednesday. Both are
about two miles across. The 21st
ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledger.t. Times photo
and last fragment, called W, is
Firefighters put on special equipment prior to entering the building.
forecast to hit on Friday.
Names of the fragments don't
neatly follow the alphabet. Some
have disappeared, along with
their letter designation. Q split
mander Gen. Paul Kagame said.
FROM PAGE 1
apart, giving rise to two fragHe said he hoped the victory
The refugees in Gonia --and
ments with that letter.
would halt the flight of Hutus
Scientists estiputed that frag- Bukavu fled for fear, thahiTutsi•. 4
into Zaire.
ment A released energy equiva- led rebels would try to-avenge the
"There is no need for anyone
lent to 10 million megatons of slaughter of an estimated 200,000
to flee Rwanda," Kagamc said.
TNT when it slammed Jupiter at to 500,000 people — most of "We guarantee all Rwandans stamore than 130,000 miles per them Tutsis — by Hutu militias.
bility_ and security." hour. Since the energy release Thus far, there has been little eviHe said his men were under
increases geometrically, the lar- dence of widespread rebel reprisnot to harm civilians, but
orders
ger fragments could have an als against Hutus.
assurances to French
no
gave
more.
times
10
of
explosive force
In the Rwandan capital, Kigali,
forces.
The explosive force of the the rebels declared victory
The rebels want the French to
comets comes from their size and against the Hutu government, but
arrest
the leaders of the Hutu
their extreme velocity.
said another fight was brewing
government. The French say their
Shoemaker said temperatures with French troops protecting an
troops have a U.N. mandate to
from the collision can reach tens area of southeastern Rwanda
carry out a humanitarian mission,
of thousands of degrees from the where Hutu government leaders
and arresting government leaders
energy released by the high-speed were hiding.
is not part of that 'mandate.
collision.
The rebels also announced
"We have captured all of
Jupiter is almost all hydrogen
today that Pasteur Bizimungu, a
gas, with only a relatively small Rwanda up to the French protecHutu, would serve a five-year
central core. But as a high-speed tion zone and a cease-fire is
term as president.
comet fragment strikes, it creates effectively in place," rebel Compowerful shock waves in the
upper atmosphere_ and probably
punches through a layer of
ammonia clouds to a layer of
dense hydrogen miles below. The
FROM PAGE 1
The name of the prospective
shock waves create instant and
has not been released,
company
funds
Corporation
Development
extreme heat. The comet fragZea
said some sort of
but
the
work
on
to
plant.
complete
menu are crushed.
Safeguard America closed its announcement is expected by' the
end of next week.
doors in July.
"We are pleased with the
Zca said the fate of the deal is
in the hands of attorneys who are grant," he said. "We're in the
hashing out details of an agree- process of signing a lease with
ment between the EDC and a the company that will occupy the
building."
manufacturing concern.

•Rwanda

•Murray...

Our Formula for Success is
Simple and Will Work kx You too!
In Any Field...
IF YOU HAVE A JOB TO DODO IT RIGHT!
(Someone Will Notice... They Always Do!)

Harrison. TN
Central High School
July 26

Compare My Rates
On Group & Individual Health &
Medicare Supplements
Grey Angel Adams

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
1-800-TVA-LAND/615-632-1669

Also *Life Insurance *Home Care
and Nursing Home Coverage.

Pharmacist

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

1V1

Glendale at

WhItnell

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt Insurance

753-4175
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Considerations necessary if
purchasing exotic animals
A generation or so ago, keeping
exotic animals was an "in thing."
Anybody who was anybody at all
owned, or had owned, an African
lion or an ocelot or a panther or
something designed to be one-up on
the neighbor who had only a dog or
a cat or a horse.
The fad may be starting again.
though the animals these days are
somewhat different, ranging from
llamas to coyotes to mountain lions
to part-bred wolves and such.
Before you decide to obtain one,
consider that the problems with
control. If it harms someone,
exotic animals even the smaller your
escapes, you are liable for the
it
if
or
ones -- remain 'pretty much the
it does.
damage
•
same.
Insurance premiums for that
Two thing§to considerate immecoverage are expensive now,if you
diately apparent.
can buy it at all.
Most
care.
veterin'ary
is
'One
4
metropolitan areas will have one or. • Then there is the question of
both
are
who
veterinarians
two
properly caring for the animal.
knowledgeable concerning and Llamas and buffalo and the like yoir
willing to treat exotic animals. Cart run on a farm with strong
Sinail towns may not have such fences.
specialists,and you should probably
But what about your big tat, or
think up front-about the trouble and
your part-wolf,or your coyote? You
expense of hauling a full grown need acyclone-fence cage of major
cougar to a veterinarian 100 miles, site(and majqr-expense)as well as a
or of bringing the veterinarian to the shelter from weather and a was; to
animal.
keep the cage and the animal clean.
You should also consider the
Finally, there the cost of-feedlegalities of ownership.
Thirty years ago, there -weren't ing such animals. Big cats don't at
--deady-as--nlanY--laws regulating --d4-c-akfil
od-nor--d
'
wblvesespecially like dry dog food. ownership, sale or breeding or wild
If you feed them the-raw meat they
or exotic animals as.there are now
on the books. Then, the law was Trekr, you also have to _furnish
largely 'silent- on many animals minecal supplement to kecp them
except for an occasional zoning healthy.
- And so, on and on it goes.
_ regulation. Now, many are pro-If, however, you are determined
• tected by-Teileral law,other by state
law. IniPorting and buying or to keep an exotic pet, you might _
selling many animals now carries want to discuss the seleetion with
your veterinarian. He or she will be
stiff -penalties
•
Permits to kAp such animals-are informed about-what you will deed
4
not nearly as easy to obtain as they to care for a particular animal, what
once Wtre, nor are they as easy to thelaws are, hotk much it will likely
.cost you and so on.
retain.
He or she al,ay also discuss with
And then,there is the question of
liability should any of your animals your your personal safety as well,
because exotic animals do not
escape and harm someone:
Intetnational case law dating domesticate .in the same sense that
back to India holds uniformly that if dogs and cats do.
you own a wild animal for whatever
• You might'save yourself a lot of
purposes, it must'always be under trouble if you talk it over first.
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Pictured is Wendy Thompson of
Murray. Thompson is taking part in
the Summer Youth Program offered
by(JTPA)Job Training Partnership
Act, by working for the Soli Conservation Service located 201 Johnny
Robertson Rd. SCS has participated in this program provided by
the Purchase Area Development
Program since 1993.
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GRILL
— THY THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS —
THURSDAY (All Day)
Our Homemade Spaghetti with Hearty Meat
$1./5
Sauce Served 1,9th French Bread

OUR FAMOUS PRIME RIB IS SERVED
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

$2.89

$3.95

MONDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Grilled Cheddar Cheese w/Cole Slaw

$2.95

TUESDAY (All Day)
Our Famous Racer Burger with Files

$1.99

WEDNESDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Our Ncw Thrkey aub w/Nacho Chips

$3.45

F

it

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
Vinyl Skiing
ii CAR (12,20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)

$3,525
44,325
S4,625
$4,825
45,425

1' r CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18,20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 1 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)

Free Cataract/Glaucoma
Screening •
7

Free RK
Screening

2-4 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

1024 Kelley Drive
Paris, TN

1024 Kelley Drive

For reservations call 1-800-489-9237.

if

If your eyesight isn't perfect, we'd
like to tell you about some safe outpatient procedures available at Van Dyck
•
Eye Center. • If -you are nearsighted or have astigmatism, you may he a candidate for radial
keratotomy (RK) Nearly all RK patients
experience a signdicapt improvement

tg
if

personal evaluation

and dontiieed glasses or contacts alter
'-•'the procedure .11 you are 55 or olderand your visron
is blurn. or dim simple cataract surgery
may be your answer.
Lataract surgery
So look into RK and .
at Van Dyck Eye Center The benefits
arc perfectly clear'

VIM
VAN bYCK EYE CENT! R
iii

Olivt• Blvd —

r

Kt•iittit ky

1024 Kelley Drive• Paris; Tennessee 38242

Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm

BEST STEAKS

3 Worm kr= • Bore= 3

•••

•41. 41.011.1.10.......•
•

•
e

••••••=•••1111011•01.L11

elemisedt
'
WermileawAle

_
•

44,025
44.725
$5125
55.225
45,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

If these screening dates are not convenient, please call to schedule a free

>

SATURDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Sporty's Own "Kentucky Hot Brown"

/

i. Sell-supporting 2x5.
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.C.
J. •ii* plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang cowered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 21(4 fascia
aluminum cowed
P 2100 headers
0 474 nMSee curb

Two reasons to visit Van Dyck EyeiCenter
in Paris, Tennessee on July 21st:
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We would like to make
two things perfectly clear.

By Cathleen Lalicker

BEST STEM 3 WESTERII &ITEM • BEST

Owner. DWAIN

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpznter Built. All Quality Materials

reinforced w:lh
wire mesh
12 footing
Polyurethane
under conc•cle
Anchor bolts
in concrete
Treated
bottom plates
It studs, 16 OC
7 . Blandex
under siding
Masorute. wood or vinyl siding
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Growing In The Garden

.9

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5.i
CHECK THESE
FE4 TURES:
A 4 concrete hoer

Laurie Parker, teen volunteer aged by Friends of Kentucky 4-H.
_ y •.
leadv, of Calloway County. has. Inc.
eeft-hoRered-iw 06
-Prestigiwis
.
Volunteerleaders are chosen y.
Conrad Feltner 4,,H- Leadership
their peers based upon their leaderaward program:
ship and _personal development;4-H
The announcement was made at a leadership roles in curreht and preluncheon on the University of Ken- vious years at county,area,and state
tucky campus in Lexington on June
16, as part of the state 4-H Senior levels; and leadership roles with
other organizations-Only 16adults
Conference activities.
Parker said her most rewarding 'and-16 teenagers are named maw
experience as a 4-H volunWer has ally as state winners -from the
volunteers - serving
26,922
been the activivies .where she can
Kentucky.
and
encourageOffer suggestions
ment to nine, ten and eleven-yearoldiwho arejust learning how to be
leaders in their -club.
This program is named in honor
of former state 4-H leader, Conrad
!;11X)P1)1:11ri
Feltner. It recognizes adult arid teen
OF MURRAY AND GALLOWAY COUNTY IN,
volunteer leaders at cOunty, area
and state levels. Established in
Call 753-9500
197g,the program is funded by gifts
specified for this purpose and man-

labeled as whether they require
care form a conscientious gardener, or if a Iackadasical gardener
will do.
Luckily for me, thcte are lets
of plants that arepretty tolerant
of a neglectful gardener. Every
summer I am given the opportunity to discover still another
the rain will cease for a bit.
survivor.
Gardeners do have control over
This year I inadvertantly forgot
any number of situations their a pottedteephorbia in the truck of
plants find themselves in, and it my car, and not just for a day or
would be helpful if the plants two either, for an entire week.
were .labeled as to the amount of
It was a little wilted, but perdiligent maintenance they ked -right up after being given
- - - soortrwater.-it is- still sitting on requiter
Home repair manuals list types my porch in the pot and I am
of repair as to difficulty, and determined to plant' it in the
even board games come with ground before it wilts and has to
recommendations, suitable for prove its drought and gardener
ages. Perhaps plants should be tolerance all over again.
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kind of terrain on which wild horses
You'll see him frequently at the
manicure their hooves, therefore
-Oace tracks and the horse shows,and
it isn't difficult to spot his truck as he their feet don't wear down naturally.
Nor can the comparatively soft
makes regular visits to the many
underside of the foot perform very
horse owners in Kentucky.
He is the farrier, the blacksmith, well on the hard surfaces on which
the person with the non-glamorous the horses must race or pull hea% y
job of keeping shoes on the hooves loads.
Thus, the farriers art — even.
of horses. And without the farrier,
today -usually handed down by
thehorse owner would be in a world
of hurt,
apprenticeship and- without which horses couldn't perform most
A horse's hoof is an engineering
marvel. I Ateautd, obviously, bedomestic duties.
The farrier creates the shoes a
tween the horse and the ground on
Which' the horse walks, each'hoof iforse wars, almost always cuswill weighlinly a fesv pounds and tom-sized to the particalar horse arid
yet will-support the weight of the
made from eller a 'raw piece of
horse — often several thousand
metal or adapted from pre-shaped
pounds—for the life of the animal. shoes. The shoes are nailed to the
It is made of a horn-like material, bottom of the foot and basically.
structurally strong yet not brittle, prevent the foot from swearing,doWn
and capable of being shaped _with _too quickly.
•
.
Ofdinary knives or files. ,
4 horse's hooves will a:intim:re-to'
Most litople.simply don't think
grow throughout its lifetime, at the about the importance-of the horse's
Kathy Reding, left, presents Laurie Jo Parker With the 1994 Conrad Felthoof ---,yet if you try to get along
rate of about a third.lo a half of an
'ner Leadership Award.
.
inch per month. In the wild, ther, without one or both of your own,
you'll quickly come to appreciate
-hooves will wear down to compen•
that. a_ wise horse owner remains
sate for ttiat growth.
"
-Diainesticated 'horses, though. aware Of the condition of his horses-aren't allowed to run on the same hooves.
_

FRIDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Goldeit Fried Catfish with Steak Fries
and Hush-puppies

tive
sed,
of
'the

..
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Farrier keeps shoes on

Plants need maintenance labels
By the middle of July, I find
myself wishing for cooler weather and even a touch of the first
frost. I'm not asking for cold
weather, but just slightly cooler
and less humid days.
Then I would get out into the
garden and get after the weeds.
Or so I try to convince myself.
Probably the truth is that after
expending so much energy in the
garden during spring and early
summer that by this time, I want
to relax and let the plants fend
for themselves.
• I often think that plant hardiness ratings are tidied on rat too'
little information. The ratings are
actually cold-hardiness ratings,
and as every gardener knows, a
lot more can happen- to a plant
than just getting too cold.
A plant's demise can be
hastened by the weather being
too warm, too wet, or too dry and
by its own suseptibility to insects
and disease.
Gardeners have little actual
control over environmental factors such as moisture and temperature. We'can water wen it's
dry, but if there's too much rain,
there's not much to do but hope
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Senators loosen
up with neckties

a

.-,..
-...-,
By DIANE DUSTGN
_ .
.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (APY — Among the Weiglity.-deei:Aions senators
lace each day is what to wear to work. And lately, it's become.
obvious. they're putting more thought into picking a necktie ithbody
- 'can ignore:- -In just about everybody's View, Orrin Hatch and Howard. Metienbaum are settiTig_the staitclard for ties that scream to be noticed.
The Utah Republican and Ohio Democrat may be poles apart
politically, but with 'those ties, they, look like soulmates.. Bright colors, plaids, whimsical motifs, big flowers; animals.
This departure from conservative stripes'or made-for-TV red is
: reinarkable-for-a--gieuptheir duties in the world's greatest deliberative body veryseriouily.
_ Take. Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., for example. As chairman of
the Senate Juch-eiary Committee, he exuded authority in presiding
over the hearings on Stephen Breyer's nomination to the Supreme
i
'-"Court last week.
But one day not so long ago, there was Biden on the Senate floor
• ,. sporting a. tic featuring Yogi Bear and other cartoon characters.
His _female colleagues coaxed him into it, he said.
1
was standing there and Barbara Boxer and Patty Murray came
"I
. _
up tome and said, 'Joe, you are dull. AflAhose plain suits. Look at
, 1 _all those :dull ties.' 'Then they pointed'to Metzenboum and said,
ToolCat Metzenbaum's tics. Even William Roth' has more interest-.
ing. ties."
..•
• -'' ' The 72-year-old Roth, R-Del., recently debated government procurement reform wearing a tie with large black and white panda
bears playfully intertwined.
With more women in the chamber — there are a record seven —
the men take more notice of clothes, Boxer suggested.
"I just think the only way we males- have an opportunity to get_
dressed up a little- bit is with our ties," explained Metzenbaum.
He says his switch to a more colorful look came several years
, ago. "I saw a beautiful tie that I thought was too expensive. My.
i.. wife said,:Go with it.' I did and I felt a little more dressed up."
"We're all so drab around here," said Hatch, adding he entrusts
his tic selection to Salt Lake City men's store owner Mat
Christensen.
Hatch recently debated health care reform in a Nicole Miller tie
depicting pro basketball players..
Another senator, Bob Kerrey of Nebraska, noticed reporters staring down at him one day from the press gallery above the chamber.
..14c smiled and opened his jacket to reveal a tie emblazoned with a
cartoon super hero.
The female members of the Senate, as Boxer suggests, may have
something to do with the sprucing up of their male colleagues.
Another influence could be Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell, a
jewelry maker and American Indian, who wears a scarf pulled at
the collar with one of his parsooally designed silver or gold slides._
Whatever the reason, the senators reveal something of themselves when they break out of the traditional business uniform.

1

r..

h

After a session with reporters pressing for news on health care
reform, Sen. Joseph Lieberman was asked about his tie covered
with tiny fishermen.
"Ah, now you have touched the essence of my being," said the
Contrecticut Democrat with a_smile21.wore only polka dot ties for
about 10 years. Then I realized there was more to life than polka
dots."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Diane Duston covers Congress for The
Associated Press.

FROM OUR READERS
Reader believes in constitution
Dear Editor:
Another one of our constitutional rights is being taken away
from us. The right of privacy. The Clinton Administration wants to
issue a national identification card. The card will have your picture
an it and a magnetic strip which will have personal information on
it. You cannot get any benefits without it. You will not be able to
get a job unless you have it. You cannot do anything without showing it to whoever administers any service.
I could be wrong, but didn't Nazi Germany issue a national ID
Lard after they took over? Is this the mark or the ID of the antiChrist? Without the card you will be a non-citizen.
. When are you people going to wake up and tell the so-called
representatives that we have in Washington, D.C., that we have had
enough. Leave our Constitution alone! Please write the people in
D.C. and tell them before you lose all. This is a wonderful country
and will always be that way if we preserve our rights.
Some of you fought in wars to preserve Our way of life and it
may come to that again. I believe in our country and our Constitution and I will fight to keep it the way it is. With this said, I will
probably be one, of the first that will be locked up if we lose the
rights so many of us have fought for. Listen to both sides of the
issues and then make up your mind who is telling the truth.
Can you believe what the media are putting out? Who would you
rather believe, your minister or what you hear on the TV news? If
Rush Limbaugh and Chuck Harder, conservative political radio and
TV hosts, are wrong, why hasn't someone taken legal action
against them? Why hasn't someone denied what they say with facts
to back up the denials? At least we have some pedple who are not
cowards and are coming out and taking a stand for what is right.
God bless you -all and may God keep us safe.
Max T. Canady
Route 5, Box 747, Murray

Weld ducks presidential talk
BOSTON (AP) — Bill Weld
has rather strong views about
how the Repuplican Party should
change its national image, particularly on -the emotional issue of
abortion. But he'd prefer that Ito
one ask about them until after
electiohT. •
yearsthi
Not a chance.
As the laid-back !Massachusetts
governor plays host this week to
the National Governors Association meeting, the spotlight has,
brought questions about his unor- thodox mix of political viewS —
and. whether he harbors presidential ambitions.
"Not even on my radar
screen," he says in•an- interview
vvhew'asked Whether.' he alight
.seek the 1996. Republican nomination. He is, after all, seeking
re-election this year and while
heavily -favored; well ay.-are that
Massachusetts isn't known_as a
_
GOP bastion.
—The stupidest thing I could
he isaytas.ske my eye off the ball,"
do
,
Still, even as- they.,. publicly
lament that speculation about a
presidential 'run amid hurt Weld
in his re-election run, the gover-.
nors
vately that a convincing win
would make Weld thihk- Seriously
about -entering the 1996 fray.
After._ all, New Hampshire is
just up thc-road;-and holds -the
first piesidential primary, just
after Iowa's kickoff caucuses.
And Weld has a proven fundraising base, a critical element

plank. Since then, he has spoken
informally with other GOP moderates about the need for that
wing of the party to be well rep-.
resented in the 1996 presidential
Two fellow moderates, Goys.
Pete Wilson of California arid
Christie Todd- Whitman of New
Jersey, in the past week have
,_called anew on the _party to drop
because -so many GOP primaries end cash benefits to welfare recion the 1996 pients and instead use the money the abortion plank.
kave moved
for child care and health care. In ' Weld says he shards their view
calendar.
• — but thinks that debate should
For example, South Carolina return for those services, welfare
be silenced, Of
.
Republican Gov'. Carroll Camp- recipients would be required to
"It should be on our 1996
reluctantly
work
he'
immediately,—
of
Sunday
instead
said
bell
the two-year benefit limit called agenda, not our 1994 agenda,"
dropped plans to run in 1996
take
-for in President Clinton's . said Weld, asserting that he was
after concluding it would
not trying to duck a fight _but that
proposal.
-320 ,thillion—just. to, campaign
,
•
the
stakes were so high for Repu-„
Weld also has staked DUI colt!.
from late- 1995 through the first
blieans
this fall that the party is
servative . ground in the health
few primaries of 1996. With the
by divisive fights. "I'd
ill-served
help of other moderate governors,-, care debate, vociferously oppos-'
.that one off
be inclined to put
ing.
'the
any
meet
form..of
-probably
mandate,
either
could
Weld
the
until
'95-'96
cycle."
that employers cover their w9rkfupd-raising. test.
Weld
aside,
Personalities
the
with
ers,
as
face
or
wbuld
that
How Weld
Clinton proposes,
have
will
good
party
the
thinks
eonservative-leaning GOP prim- individuals be required. to purchWhite
the
recapturing
of
odds
an
is
states
ase insurance, as some Republiary electorate in most
House in 1996.
cans suggest.
qpeh question, however.
-I think we.- should focus. on
"Avoid mandates, peripd,"
- In his 1990 campaign, he
.
he said Sunday on
economics,"
Weld says.
stressed support for abortion
I
-And
think the tax and
ABC.
A former federal prosecutor
rights.,ind gay rights'in an effort
spend issue may be 'alive ,and
a
in
votes
moderate
who cut state spending after takto attract
-well. .... They want the govern_state_where Republicans are vas- ing office in 1991, Weld_ meets
ment to get out of the way and.let
less
makes
the standards on crime and ecotly outnumbered. He
capitalist system work. And I
the
--of an issue of gay rights these noriiits viewed as critifal to anythat's the Republican's best
think
days, something interpreted by one entering Republican presissue.1
'
both supporters and,critics as evi- idential primarierf
.
His views on abOrtion, howevdente he is trying to bolster his
But for now, and at least severer, are another matter altogether.
conservative credentials:al more months, Weld has a
Also seen by many as part of
At the 1992 Republican con- simple answer when asked if he
that effort is Weld's radical welvention, Weld urged the party to wants to be 'that messenger: "L
fare reform proposal: He wants to drop its; anti-abet:tion platform
want to be governor."
•

- EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 11, The News Tribune, Tacoma. Wash..-on North -hold, and no-one knOws what will happen with the North-South summit that. wds supposed to begin July 25 in Pyongyang.
Korea:
One thing is clear: In order for the standoff over North Korea's
. II Sung had one thing going for kin: at
North Korean dictatoiXim
least he was the devil we knew a little bit. His-death Friday — repor- nuclear program to be resolved, Kim II Sung was going to have to
tedly -from a heart attack and not a coup — makes a tense and uncer- make some concessions. But given his popularity with his-peopld,,he
probably could have done so without-appearing weak. The son, who
tain situation even more so.
Kim's son, Kim Jong II, apparently is taking over as North Korea's does not have the same charismatic ptill with the populace and is on
"Great Leader" --at least for the near future. Little is known about shaky ground with leaders of the 1.1 million-member military, cannot
the son, but he is believed to be erratic, ruthless and unpopular with afford to appear soft and willing to give ground to his nation's advermany high-ranking - officials and military leaders in North Korea — saries....
So far, President Clinton is making the right noises: extending symhardly characteristics to inspire confidence that the :text few months
pathy to the North Korean people, who truly are mourning the man
are going to pass easily.
who was virtually a deity to them, and emphasizing his desire to work
Also in doubt are the negotiations Kim II Sung had agreed to as with Kim's successor. While it's important to, maintain vigilance milisteps toward defusing tension over North Korea's nuclear program. tarily, it's just as important,not to give North Korea's -Shaky new leadTalks that began last week with the United States in Geneva are on ership any reason to lash out.
-

Redistricting is painful
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
One legislative staff member
compared a special General
Assembly session on redistricting
to surgery without anesthesia.
That may not describe fully the
political pain involved. All the
patients will be awake as appendages..of their body politic are.
hacked off and implanted
elsewhere.
Historically, the practice has
created some funny-looking districts. The old joke about a camel
really being a horse put together
by a committee could refer-to
redistricting. It might be funny if
it wasn't so painful to watch.
The Kentucky Supreme Court
ordered redistricting in June
when it declared the 1991 boundaries unconstitutional. The court,
in a 5-2 opinion, said the new
lines did not do enough to meet
the constitutional obligation to
retain county sovereignty and
integrity.
The 1991 division split 48
counties among the 100 House
districts and 19 counties among
the 38 Senate districts. The opinion said the legislature still must
take into account population
guidelines and said districts cannot deviate from the ideal population by more than 5 percent,
more or less.
But the court said the full
population deviation must be
used in order to ensure that the
smallest number of counties are
divided. And the court warned
against any multiple divisions of
counties.
There is a reason — good, bad
or indifferent, but almost always
political — -for the location of
every one of the more than 3,200
precincts in Kentucky. Some are
more obvious than others.
Perry County was chopped up
and pieces tossed into four different House districts in 1991. At
the lime, former Republican
House floor leader Bill Strong of
Hazard was -feuding with then-

candidates will pick up a few
seats in the coming election.
But that strategy could actually
backfire.

Speaker Don Blandford.
Strong lost. His home county
was carved up and Strong left the
legislature. This was not a
coincidence.
Redistricting can also create
other unusual situations and will
likely do so again.
Jon Ackerson was the state
senator from the 34th District in
Jefferson County. After the redistricting that followed the 1980
census, the 34th District had been
moved to Clinton, Knox, McCreary, Wayne and Whitley counties.
Ackerson, who still represented
the 34th, still lived in Louisville.
He wound up in the House.
The 34th is a well-traveled district. After the 1991 redistricting,
it was made up of Madison, Lincoln, Garrard and part of Fayette
counties.
The court opinion specified
that no one elected this year to
the legislature can be denied their
seat because of redistricting. And
another constitutional provision
stipulates that a legislator continues to represent a numerical
district even with redistricting.
Thus, the Ackerson situation
could be repeated over and over
again.
O more. critical importance to
incumbent legislators is the prospect of getting tossed into a district with another incumbent.
When it has happened in the past,
it was done for a reason.
Senate Democrats threw Landon Sexton (who, incidentally, was
from that 34th District) into a
new district with incumbent
Senate Republican Floor Leader
John Rogers of Somerset. Rogers

won that primary.
The critical pending question
of redistricting is when it takes
place. There are two important
variables. One is Nov. 8, when
all 100 House seats and 19 of 38
Senate seats are to be filled. The
other is Jan. 3, 1995; when legislators elected in November will
be sworn in.
If the session to draw new
lines is held before the election,
at least two senators and 18 representatives will take part who
have already decided to leave,
either through voluntary retirement or defeat in a primary. If
the session is held after the election, the -number of participants
who won't be back is almost certain to grow.
That may not be bad. The
departing legislators won't have
such a stake in the outcome.
Then again, they may be subject
to other factors.
Complicating the whole matter
still more is another over-arching
political concern, especially in
the House. The five sometimes
fractious House Democratic leaders will be facing their own leadership re-elections during the 1
January organizational session.
To a lesser degree, Senate
Republican leadership elections
could be influenced by redistricting. And, even though there are
no contested races now on the
horizon, leadership elections will
also be held among House Republicans and Senate Democrats. ,.
Republican Party officials have
argued for a session after theeinauguration of new members,
based on an assumption that GOP

Redistricting is the ultimate
legislative free-for-all. Self preservation is the overriding
instinct. Affiances are based on
whatever is handy. The only
thing that counts is getting 51
votes for a plan in the House and
20 in the Senate.
Democrats, of course, will do
all they can to ensure their continued dominance, but if a friendly Republican can be helped
along the way, so much the better. Pay backs can also take
place, partisan or otherwise.
Thus, freshmen legislators are
particularly vulnerable, without
the personal relationships or
political capital to fend off an
attack. Political fratricide should
not be unexpected. A veteran
GOP member would be, just as
liable to gobble up pieces of a
neighbor district belonging to a
new Republican colleague as to
try and tangle .with a Democrat.
-

-Ironically, this most political
of legislative exercises will likely
take place in what amounts to a
legislative vacuum. The hundreds
of lobbyists who normally crowd
the halls of the Capitol will be
noticeably absent. No lobbyist
with any sense wants to be anywhere near that kind of family
feud.
Gov. Brereton Jones is in a
similar situation. It will be up to
him to call the session, but taking
sides in a redistricting fight is
like playing with matches in an
explosives factory.
%lark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for The
Associated Press.
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Ladies'events
JO'S DATEBOOK will be at club.
tadies' events will be held at
Jo Buriceen
Murray Country Club on Wednesday, July 20. .
Today Editor
A lashes' day luncheon will be
served at 12:30 p.m. with Mug
Rigsby as hostess chairman. For
Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
reservations call the club house at
7”-6113
Singles Organizational Society-(SOS) will- ineet-TuesARLik yl
Golf ill beFfiyed it 9 a.m.
at 7 p.m. at Chambet`OT Contnierc,e Centre. John Mile, minister- of —
, Those not listed in the lineup
:
-Glendale Road Church of Christ, will speak about 1- Restoring Your
but desiring to -play may come
Faith in People." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and
be paired at the tee. Hosteswhether
always
single,
adult,
separated,
social
group
for
single
and
ses will be Betty Lowry and Betdivorced Or Widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 7534)224, or
•ty Stewart. If a person is ambler
- Linda, 437-4414.
to play, please call one of the
v
Calloway Middle Council. plans meetings hostesses.: - -- The lineup is s follows:
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision ,Mikieggnitit-'1'i —Tee 1- - Pat Claypool, Martha 'Sue
,• cil will meet today (Monday) at 4 p.m. at Board of Education office
Ryan, Rowena Cullom and Barbara,
top discuss caadidates_for .prinCipal positicim On Tuesday at 5 Om ' Gray;
council executive session will be held with an open meeting'to Witt - Tee 3 -2 Foggy-Slide-maker, Norma'
Frank, Ann Brown and Nancy
6:30 p.m: in the school library. The council will have an -executive _Haverstock;
session-on Wednesday at 8 .p.m. at the Board of Education office. - Tee 4 - Betty Scott. Cathryn Garrott,

poken
modr that
II rep-.
lential

Govs.
t and
New
have
drop

• view
ihould
1996

e was
it that. ••
Repti-,;
trty. is
• "I'd
le off

Mary O'Day and Freda Steely;
. Jibe 5 - Betty_ Jo Purdom, Frances
-CWU
, Hulse, Rainey Apperson and Anna
Mary Adams:
Church Women United of.Murray and Calloway County will have
Beverly 'Noland, Connie
its.monthly songfest.oa_Wedneuta.y,Jody 90, 21._ 9.11Lp m at Fern
race Lodge. All interested persons are invited to patticipate in this -Steery, Toni Hopson, and Betty
Stewart;
activity with the residents_,.-at'Fern Terrace.
- - Tee 8- Peggy Veal and Kim Griffo;
Tee IL- Billie Wilson and Billie
Co_hoon.

Songfest on Wednesday

Weld'
good
White

us on
ay on
x and
.and
astern-

Carter reunion on Saturday

-P/inners _of play on Wednesday, July 6, have been relCased
by Frances Hulse and Anna- Mary.
Adams, hostesses, as follows:
Medalist - Beverly Noland;
Championship flight' winner. Rose Ball planned -Saturday
-Inus Om winner, Mary Bogard,
The 21st annual Rose Ball with Charles air Elsie Thurman,as hosts
namerup;
.
will be Saturday, July 23, from 8 -p.m!to midnight at Curtis Center
..First flight winner - Toni HopBallroom, Murray State University. A floor show will be featured. son, winner, Evelyn Jones and
The cost will be•$14 per person. Thc 'Abbe is invited to attend.
Diane Villanova tied for
runnerup; Almo school
,Second flight - Betty. 'Scott,
4-reunion _planned
•
•
winner'
: 'Rainey Appel-son,
A -school wide reunion _for Almo High School wilt be Saturday,
runnecup;
Sept. 3, starting at 2 p.m. at Calloway County High School. This will
Third flight - Nancy Trawick,
be-for any-person who ever attended Alms High School, whether a
winner,
Nancy Haverstock,
graduate or not:. The-cost- of the meal Will be $ll per person. Reservarunnerup;
tions should be mailed by Mbnday, Aug: 15, to Norma Garland, lit. 4,, .
Fourth flight - Barbara Gray,
Dexter, Ky. 42036. For more information call Datha McCallon at winner.
489-2403.
_

The annual reunion of the descendants of Elidge and Ada Carter
will be Saturday, July 2,3, at the Farmington Community Building. A
-potluck meal will be- served at nobn. All relatives and friends are
;invited to attend.
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Brewers- school reunion planned
A reunion for all who attended Brewers School will be Saturday,
Sept,. 3, beginning at 5 p.-*.m. at Marshall County High School. Hutchen's Bar-B•Q will cater a meal at6 p.m. at a cost of $6.50 per person.
Reservations may be made by mailing your'check or money order by
'Thursday, Aug. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Morgan, Rt. 1, Brewers
Hwy., Benton, Ky. 42025, Mr. and Mrs..J.D: Llsrey, -Rt. 1, Brewers
Hwy., Benton, Joe B. Mathis, 189k Murray HWy., Benton, or Mrs.
Sue Conner, Rt. 1, Brewers Hwy., Benton. For mope information call
1-502-354-6430 or l-502-527-8462.
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Oaks'ladies
plan events -

CALENDAR
Moridgy,, July 111
Murray-Callow/ay County Parks
Board/5.30 p.m./Murray City Hall.
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce board of directors/4:45
p m /Commerce Center.
Calloway County Board of Education
_meetingi7 p.m /board office.

a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9.30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Calloway Collnly Middle School SiteChapel United Methodist Church.
based Council meeting/4 p.M/Board
TOPS #34/Eirtielogatsdausaturchts_
—etftlucaptorrifffleirtilleotakn- - p.m. 101o/751-9984. didajes for principal position on
TOPS Chapter of fifirdin/7

Kimberly Ann Thomasson

Thorpasson
graduates

ags,Tda.
p.m./Hardin Library.
Murray Chapter of Professional SecParents Anonymous/6- p.m
retaries International/6:30 p.m./salad
Info/753-0062.
supper/Community Room of North
Murray Optimist Club/610
Branch of Peoples Bank.
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
,
Bethel chUonoidte'...Me_thod_ist Church,
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
Bible S
lib p.m
nieeting/8.p.m./American Legion Hall,
--Westliturrirathrvh of-Chrlsr-Stbre--- -South Sixth
and_MaPle -StleCs.
SchoOlf7•30 p.m.
Britastfeeding-Bupport Group/6:30-8
'Westsid• Baptist Church Bible
d:m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
School/6 p.m. •County Hospital. Info/753-3381 or
Murray- Lodge No. 105 Free and
762-1425.
Accepted Matons/7:30 p.m/lodge hall.
Canc.! Support Gidup meeting/3
Star -trek Vari atuor7 p.m./Calloway
p.m./Educational Unit -of Murray,
County Public Library.
Calloway County -Hospital.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's
Info/762-1389 or 762=1447. -Restaurant. Info/753-7663, 753-0251
Bereavement Support Group. or 753-8205. .
meeting/4:30 p.m./Education Unit.
First Baptist Church events include
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. _
Young Men's Bible Study/8 p.m.
Info/762-1389.
Memorial Baptist Church events
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum at
include Sunday-School Study Group/7 _Murray Slate- University open/830
p m.: Puppets/8 p.m.
A.M. to 12:30 p.m. ,and 1:30 to-4:30
First United Methodist Church'eirents
p.m.
include-leach-OUt Callers I11/4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
First Christian ChurdieventS Include
a.m.-4:30 p.m. info/762-3383.-Boy -- Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
Land Between The Lakes events
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
include Meal Preparation/10
meeting-i8 pm /American Legicfn Buildam -noon, Working on the House/10
, ing, South Sixth and Maple Streetd.
a.m, to non and 2-4 p.m., What's for
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314'.
Land Between the -Lakes events Dinner?/12;30- p.m./Homeplace-185o.
Deer Up_Close/10 a.m., Eagles Up
inclode Composting: Soil .to Soil/2
Close/2 p.m., Red- Wolves/Coyotes/3
Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.;.,Red
-Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Woodlands • -p.in./Wotidlands Nature Center; Plane'tarium Show/11 an., 1, 2 and 3
Valtire. Center; Planetarium Show/11
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
am., 1, .2 'and 3 p.m./Golden Pond
Info/1-502-924-5602.
Visitor Center. Info/1-502-924-5602.

Kimberly Ann Thospasson of
Rt. 7, Benton, has graduated with
a degree of •Doctor of Medicine
from the --linivebsity. of:Missouri
•
at ,Columbia.
Dr.-3'liomasson has chosen to
furdxr her training in Interhal
-Medicine. Het residency, which
was:- her first choice, Will be at
Nashville.
Baaitist
-Tenn., which is affiliated with the
University of:Tennessee.
Thoniasson is one of 65
, graduates of a total of. 98 who
chose to train in one of the muchneeded-Printity Care Specialities.
Plituary Care includes Internal
Medicine,- Roily Practice, and
Pediatrics.
_
Tuesday, July 19
The graduates• .chose.- Neil
Shullnlan M.D,„ author of Doe Soilthare:st. Calloway Elementary
'School- Site-Based . Council
Hollywoext, as the cominencemeeting/5:30 p.m.
ment speaker.
Calloway County Middle School SiteBase Council executive session/5
Dt. Thomasson., a-1985 honor
graduate of Marshall County p.m.; open meeting/6:30 p.m./school
library.
High School, is a 1989 graduate. Quilt
Levers. of Murray-f-6
of the University of Kentucky.
m./Calloway County Public Library.
with a Bachelor's in Nursing. She Murray Christian Women's . Club
worked as a registered nurse for a luncheon/noon/Seven Seas.
year prior to pursuing her Doctor - Bethel ,United Methodist Bible
School/6 p.m.
of Medicine.
West
Murray Church -of-Christ-Bible
Dr. Thomasson is the daughter
School/7:30 p.m.
Jimmy
and
Robbie
Vasseur
of
Westtide Baptist Church events
Thomasson
include Bible Schoo1/6 p.m., Baptist

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION.PROOkAM

1-800432-9346
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Women's salad supper/6:30

Aaron Hugh Wilson born
here July 6

Murray Woman's Club cookbooks continue to be on sale at_seyeral,
places in Murray. The book features recipes from all previous cookbook publications by the club and also historical photographs. The
cost is $15 each with proceeds to go for the upkeep of the club house,
built in the early 1940s. Cookbooks are available at Downtown
Branch of Bank of Murray, North Branch of Peoples Bank, Owen's
Grocery, Pier I, Treasure House, Calloway County Public Library,-and
from any member of the Murray Woman's Club.

Super Tuesday Man
1,4
bravely fights
high prices:

Taste It All

Woman's Club cookbooks on sale
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Shoney's Picnic Special
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July 21st • 5 p.m. till ?
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e anyfamily

Come picnic with us & enjoy
a delicious old fashioned meal.

s the
ir The

Tuesday, July 19
Weeks Community Center open 8

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
' p.m./home of Joanna Adams.
BRIDAL
,,,c4$
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
Country Club will be Wednesday,
gaGISTRY
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
July 20.
Church.
-Bridge will be played at 9:30 ,Calloway County Public Library
Pier 1 Imports is
a.m.
events include Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Terry
with
Twos/9:10
a.m.
pleased
to have Missy
and Parents and
A golf scramble
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m./North
Shertzer -and Joanne Honefanger
Baker, bride-elect
of
Branch of Peoples 'Bank.
as , hostesses Will start at 9 a.m.
Kirksey school reunion planned
Methodist Church events
United
First
Chris Bynum, join our
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Randal
Hugh
A'turicheon ii planned at_noon
Wilson of 603 South Ninth St., include First Place/7 p.m.
bridal
registry
by
• Kirksey High School reunion will be Saturday, Sept. 3, at Curris with Marlene Beach. and Doll
Memorial Baptist Church events
Murray, are the parents of a son, include
Center, Murray State University. This is for all graduates, former stu- Reddick as hostesses._ '
First Place Class/7 p.m.
choosing
decorative
Aaron Hugh Wilson, born on . St. -John's Episcopal Church events
dents and teachers, and anyone interested in- the school. Reservations— ' 'If you
or come
accessories.
8:14
a.m.
Wednesday,
at
July 6,
include 'Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
for the meal at a cost of $11 per person should be made by Saturday, to the luncheon, call one of the
at Murray-Calloway County Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
Aug. 20, by mailing a check to Dwane Jones, 300 South Fourth St., hostesses.
University Plaza • Chestnut St
senior citizens' activities.
Hospital.
•
'
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Winners of golf play on WedBingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
753-1851
The baby weighed eight
building.
nesday, July 13, have been
pounds eight ounces and meaFair Teen Pageant planned
released by Peggy Noel and Lensured 20% inchts. The mother is.
lot-lbws:
as
holftsses,
nie HOoks,
The First Calloway County Jaycees Fair Teen Pageant will be Sunthe forrner Elizabeth A. Urban.
First Place tie - Diana Cothran,
day, July 24, at Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High School. ConGrandparents are Bobby and
k*************************
•
'oc ,
testants must reach age 13 by Oct. 31, 1994, and cannot reach age 16___Hazel Beale and Peggy
Wilson of 1514 Canter:
Glenda
Rogers,
Nancy
tic
Place
First
by Oct. 31, 1994. Enjries must be received by Wednesday, July 20.
bury Dr., Murray, and Ralph and 6,
and_the_pag.gant
at- Doris Rose, Lik Daltorand Nlagr
Regrstratioti will be--frot" 2 to
iecta- Urtign- of V-ergennes,-Vt!
Garner.
Alice
3 p.m. For more information call Jana Barnett at 753-0137 or Lynette
Mann at 753-1706.
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MONDAY. JULY 18. 1994

•1/2 Bar-B-Que Chicken
*Potato Salad
*Cole Slaw
•Baked Beans
'Corn On Cob

New Fall
Fashions
Arriving
' Daily (Not
included in
sale merchandise)

All For Only
$M99
lip per person

SHONEY6
Hwy. 641 N. Murray. Ky. • 753-9257

Save 15%
STOREWIDE
* We Now Carry Men's Workboots *

sensanon
SHOe
Ribge AI& %Avbie Plea
Chestnut Hills. Murray
7534242

- Paducah
Ky. Oaks
443-1331

**************************
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Neil Atmstrong speaks
to reports at air show

Culliver travels to Guyana
I

•

uneducated and are mothers heading up single family households,"
mankind."
NEW KNOXVILLE.- Ohio
Culliver said. 'Crimes commonly
He . said he thinks about it
(AP) — The man who left the
engaged in by these offenders inbecause
it gets brought- to-his
footprints
on
the
moon
made
first
clude larceny-theft and assaulta rare public appearance Sunday, attention, but "For me, the final
-aggraVated assault. It appears that
descent and landing were far and
returning to his boyhood home to
while the rate of drug trafficking
away
the most difficult pan of
anniversary
of
help
mark
the
25th
among women in Guyana still rethe flight."
the Apollo 1_1 mission.
mains minuscule, more cases are
"Pilots take no special joy in
Neil Armstrong shook hands,
being noted by law enforcement
walking,'' Armstrong added with
sigrieci autographs and joked with
officials."
an air show crowd at the Neil a smile. "Pilots like flying."
"Similarly, the majority of woArmstrong took over the conArmstrong Airport in this western
men engaging-in crimes io.the
trots
of Apollo 11 during the
community:,
Ohio
United States are from the lower
landing to avoid hazardous bout"We in Ohioaats pride in the
socioeconomic status of society.
fact that this is the birthplace of ders on the Sea of.,Iranquitity.
They, too, are black, sehoOl drop-- -PtfaidEpt-Dr-JaMet Courtnewiett,- presents wpisque-ot---liturfaf Binify
ou'iwn.• Tranquitity -Base-aviation,
" Armstrong .,told
marketable
have
no
mothers,
outs,
appreciation to outgoing President Bill Weft.
crowd. "I take pride in the- fact , here. The Eagle has landed." he
skills. In addition, many female
said after _bringing the craft
_that to me, Auglaize County is
offenders in the U.S. are welfare
the birthplace of my aviation, dowtii
recipients and have drug ,depenArmstrong was asked whether
because I learned to fly here."
dency problems with crack,cocaine
- The;former astronaut watched -he -thought - the- Passage'Tof.2-5or heroin," Culliier said..
4jig._,Aew_4
(eat _A_ maket.biti: years had enhanced ot diminished
Culliver will conclude the trip
•
his historical feat.
reviewing stand, taking -the
with a -stopover in Port of Spain,
"I
thought
it-was
pretty
spectato
..
from
time
microphone
tdipeak
Tffinidad, where she will gather data
OPENING SOON
--cular-st-the-time,"
Armstrong
time
to
the--'crowd
-8,000
of
concerning
she
is
writing
for a book
said. "We thought it was a great
people. -.
cross
rem* criminality with
4
.
challenge.-Fortunately,
grew-up-frit
,
wed- been kruist!'ong:63,;•whei
nationalperspective:
nearby Wapakoneta,-had been given extremely good'equipment
She joined the -MSU faculty in _
invited to attend the community's_ to do the job. Fortunately, our
1987. She received a bachelor's
20-day rnoonwalk celebration, - training was up to the test. We
degree from-the University of Balti_ had the-tools we needed, the Suphad not replied.;
more; master's degreesfrom Coppirt-It's always great'to-be baelr'"_. port we needed."
StateCollege and the Uniyersity Of
A'nfistrong said Sunday that the
Armstrong said Sunday, looking
Alabama; and a doctorate from the
Complete
Shuttle is a fine flying
space
sleeves,
shirt
tan-and
relaxed
in
University of Alabama.
-__ machine..
loafers and sunglasses. .
Electronic
She is the author of "Female
- Armstrong granted no U.S. •• "It's much more ciplex than
Criminality: The State of the Art."
Re•air
adytting we flew in Our day,"
'interviews on the-occasiort-of the
Armstrong said. "I think it's
• 25th anniversary of the lunar
Left to right: Past President Bill Wells with the new'Rot 'ari-Club mem- landing...Speaking to reporter's at • remarkable what" they've' been
bers Randy Hutchens and Tommy WalkerYand Rotary membership the air show, he recalled the first
able to do with_ the shuttle."
chairman Gent Schanbacher.
.
_ ArautrofiCs. tavotventent
land on thelaniion and
his famous' walk on July 20,;-- space matters -has been minimal
II
e I it NA A two
"The earth waS sinking away' years after the-mission. His most
visible role since was as vice
from us at a fairly prodigious
chiirman of the presidential corn'rate. That was a special time
mission thil-iniestigated the
-because you know you're cornChallenger -aceident.
milted," Armstrong said. `f We
•
_
- -TOday,-he lives on a farm near
Dr. James Courtney, a local- club. The annual ham breakfast, felt we had everybody behind us.
Lebanon,
80 miles from his
of
We
wishei
enjoyed
the
good
and
optometrist, was recently citaired by David - King
- people. from around the.world. I birthplace.
installed as president of the Mur- Chick Wynn, netted $5 000
'
- —
--M-011y-Bloodworth, a teacher at think -all the pilots- from'around - Neither Armstrong nor theray*Rotary Club rot 1994--95.
-other-two Apollo 1-1--astronauts
Courtney, who joined:the-Mar- Rotertsrm-E-terrreirtary,---ciaor&_—the svorld-were-vicarioesty going '
•
— Buzz Aldrin and Michael Colray Rotary Club in 1985, has •nated a programi that enabled the': with us." ArmsEing said he does not
tins --sattended'NASA's commeserved on .the. Rotary board Of students- to• buy -educational supmorative ceremony on Saturday
directors 'for- several years and. plies for students-in South Anieri- dwell on his taking "one small
at Cape Canaveral, Fla.
was an active member of several ea instead of doing their wadi- step for „man, one g -nil leap for
comrnittiei before serving 4s_ tional -Christmas gift exchahge.
,.The Rotary Club paid postage for
president-elect last year.
THE
-"The theme of Rotary Intern- .the siipplier to be'sent to South
tional this year is 'Be a Friend'," America.
ANTIOCH
- One-of -Wells' personal --highCourtney said,"1- have addedCHURCH OF CHRIST C:3 that. theme for the Murray Rotary lights of the year -wan-the
Club. Our theme is: Be a- friend, implementation of "Happy,Dol•
involved with Rotary, and lars." This program allowed
-get
Announces Its Annual
r
'
. • Rotarians -to briefly comment on
let's have fun along the way.'
up for all the foolishness," said
Courtney and his wife,: Jill, • something that had Made tern
.MOON, Ky.(AP) — If yciu've
have four children: Jacob, Carlin, happy the previous week and act'Wanted- a' letter' postmarked
Langley Franklin, the ICiwanis
contribiite at least $1 to the Rot- from the Moon post office;--or if
•
member in charge of organizing
Addic and Jamie.
Outgoing president Bill-7-Wells .ary Scholarship fund. • .
the contest.
you just want a handful of Moon
Wells' father, Bill Sr., started 'dirt to throw-on your garden, plan
had the opportunity to reView his
The 'club contacted NASA to
ask about the possibility of getyear as president at his last meet- this program at the Fountain Hills to visit this year's LunarPestival.
Rotary- Club in Arizona. Wells' You might even win aTrip to the
ing. Education was Me main
ting a real spacecraft on-loan but
in the end was unable to afford
focus of the Rotary Club under uncle, Norman, a member of the Moon. rNorth Carolina Rotary Club,
the shipping charges- from Florida
Wells'
tenure.
Ky.
as
in
Moon,
That's
Moon,
-July 17-22, 1994
According to Drm Henry, challenged the Murray Rotary
to Moon.
The tiny Morgan County comchairman
of the schdfliship corn- -C-tub to a "Happy Dollars" munity is looking forward to its
The Lunar Festival will include
7:30 p.m.
mittce,:the Murray Rotary Club contest.
the sale of "crater cakes" and
25th anniversary celebration of
The Murray Rotary Club raised the U.S. astronauts' landing on
was able to award approximately
moon jewelry made. by local
Speallmet S10,000 in scholarships this year. $555 happy dollars and was the moon on July 20, 1969.
artists as well as an exhibit of
More than $6,000of diatainouni assisttd by a S100 du,.jtiuiifrouii
Moons-post office, which was
regional-art and traditional Appawas awarded to local stadents.. Wells' mother, Bobbie, in honor closed - last year, will reopen
lachian music.
/4;
The Rotary Club telethon, chaired of his last meeting as president. Wednesday just for the day to
"This was our way of not letelm. 14
by Phil Sparks, contributed great- Wells encouraged Rotary mem- postmark mail-with a specially
ting this day .go unnoticed,"
bets to consider the donatioir and designed •coalmernorative cancel- F anklin said "Plus. it's just
ly to the scholarship fund.
"There were 11 straight A stu- opportunity toialk—abiiiii-what laical stamp.
fun."
dents at Murray High School this had made them happy during the
The West Liberty Kiwanis
"It's really something for a
year, and each one of them was last 12 months.
Club will feature a "Win a Trip
little community to be involved
Wells is a third-generation to the Moon" contest. The Foothawarded a $100 scholarship,"
in something like the moon landWells said. "These students Rotary president. His father and ills Artists Association will sponing," said Sandra Dalton, formerunanimously decided to give their grandfather had served as presi- sor the Lunar Festival.
ly the Moon postmaster. portion to Alona Crider at Mur- dents in Monmouth, Ill.
The contest winner will receive
Five pears ago, the 20th
is pleased to announce the opening of
"It was an honor to have a trip from _West Liberty to Moon
ray High's graduation
anniversary drew about 150 peoserved as president of the Murray in a homemade Wood and steel
ceremonies."
ple, mostly out-of-town visitors,
Other highlights for the Rotary Rotary Club. My objectives were lunar module, a case of -moon
and lots of media attention.
Club included the Max Hurt to have good fellowship and a lot pies, a case of RC Cola, dinner
That was before the post office
Memorial Golf Tournament, of laughter. I believe we accom- and tickets for two to Jenny closed, so no one is sure how
chaired by David Taylor, that plished thlt," he said.
Wiley Theatre, and the right to
many people to expect this year
"I want to thank every one of put a "one giant step" footprint for the special opening.
netted $6,900. Wayne Bennett, . Rotariarr-of the 123 Rotarians from Nix in wet concrete in front of the old
Moon, legend his it, was
Henry County
the Year, published and marketed Crawford, who has been a Rota- post office.
named on a beautiful moonlit
a book 'featuring 101 of the best rian for 53 years, to our newest
Orthopaedic Surgery
"We needed to give them
summer night by the first postfundraising practices that raised two members,_ Randy Hutchens something legitimate like dinner
master who couldn't think of
And
approximately $12,000 for the and Tommy Walker."
and Jenny Wiley 'tickets to make anything else to name the new
office. The com-rnuoity got its
Sports Medicine, Inc. vita& from thec ppst office; but
was allowed to keen the name
Eugene F. Gulish, M.D.,AA.O.S:
after
the post office closed.
when
the
Frankfurt,
Germany,
director
for
the
Cincinnati
port
CINCINNATI (AP) — A CaliIke Ferguson remembers in
Diplomate,American Board.
arrest took place, officials said.
fornia man arriving on an interna: customs service, said Friday.
1969, strangers came in and
He was arraigned" Friday in
of Orthopaedic Surgery
The seizure of 1.79 pounds of
tional flight at Cincinnati/
Northern Kentucky International heroin is one of the largest at the Covington, Ky., on a charge of gathered up din from Moon to
possession of'heroin with intent sell.
Airport was found with more airport, Shay said,
Medical Arts Building, Suite 201
Ferguson, 75, doesn't see what
to distribute. Conviction on the
The heroin was also of higher
-- - than S1 million worth of heroin
300 Hospital Circle, Paris, TN 38242
in his suitcase, authorities said, quality than officials,have seen at charge carries a mandatory sen- the big deal is, though.
"I'm making a garden in
U.S. Customs Servite officers the airport. It was. China. white, tence of five years in prison.
(901)644-2271
Two alleged accomplices, Lasra Moon dirt right now," he said.
on Thursday arrested Sylvester not the more familiar and lower"Someone asked me if I'd ever
Adigwu, 36. of Pasadena, after' grade Southeast Asia brown or Owoseni and John Ebolum, both
Dr. Gulish specializes
of Columbus, were charged with been to the moon and I said,
Mexican brown, officials said.
officers found 72 pellets of white
in the treatment of:
conspiracy to possess with intent 'Yeah. I rode a mule there
Adigwu had just gotten off a
heroin stuffed inside socks
once."'
to - distribute drugs.
packed in his suitcase, John Shay, Delta Air Lines flight from
• Industrial Injuries
Total Joint
Replacements
Sports Injuries
Arthroscopic Surgery
IOr lour Convenience Now Offers
Spinal Conditions
Carpal Tunnel
For Auto &
Syndrome
Dads. Nlontlay-Friday
General Orthopaedic
Home Owners Insurance.
,ship
sate Mime,
Conditions

Dr. Conceua Culliver, associate
professor and director of the criminal justice program at Murray State
University, will travel to Georgetown,Guyana,next week to participate in a -conference.
Culliver will gather with other
sociologists, criminologists, psychologists and political scientists at
the annual conference of the Association of Caribbean Studies July
19-26.
She will present a paper titled
"Female Criminality in the United
States and Guyana,South America:
-A- Comparative _Analysks,"
"Upon analysis offacts and statistics of female offenders including
juvenilei. I found that a large percentage Of females committing
crimes in_Guyana are primarily
women of the underclass who have
no marketable skills, are black,

AUDIO
SERVICES

as Rotary president

r

Kentucky town celebrates
anniversary of lunar landing

GOSPEL
MEETING

HC HENRY COUNTY

M C MEDICAL CENTER

$1 million worth of heroin found at airport

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Eugene
• F. Gulish, M.D.,
A.A:O.S.

Office hours: 9-5
Monday-Friday
Now taking appointisonts

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Dann

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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One small community, three major labor disputes
— $15 or S16 an hour, some- lot of people are fed up," she
said. "Decatur'is a perfectly
liv- seeking money and support. It
DECATUR, Ill. (AP) —
the same Ming — to make a
something,
more — along with health said.
have
times
describing
to
place
situated
video
a
even
produced
better
and
families
our
for
ing
Smokestacks dominate the skyBut she doesn't condemn the
and vacation benefits.
insurance
happeo."
like
this
a
fight.
its
Martin,
Don
said
ourselves."
dominate
collars
Blue
line here.
to
Chenoweth points to a
strikers.
glad
be
would
the
for
Many
people
support
is
community
tactics
But
those
behind
man
The
worker.
Firestone
striking
the clothing. This is a timecarddiamond ring that belonged to the
them.
people'
with
Many
tepid.
trade
places
seems
consultant
.strikers
union
a
Rogers,
Ray
has
50-year-old,
wiry
a
Martin,
city.
-and-union-dues
Kennette Chenoweth manages wife of a Staley worker. She
are fed up with both unions and
spent 30 yews with the tire com- who preaches civil disobedience
But three major labor disputes
,
worry
shop. She says many of cried as she pawned it.
about
pawn
They
the
a
Decatur
management.
make
to
wants
and
arms,
dot
his
scars
Small
pany.
workers,
of
have idled thousands
"You feel bad for those peostrikes'
who come in don't
the
as
people
movement.
the
future
labor
Decatur's
the
of
reminders of the hot rubber he heart
making Decatur a key battleple,"
Chenoweth said. "Maybe
strikers.
the
don't
underwith
Stalet
some,.
And
on.
sympathize
the
drag
see
to
like
I
"Would
daily.
handled
ground between unions fighting
"What you hear the most is, he worked IA years to buy her
stand why union members are
workers and Rubber Workers and
With workers from Staley and
for survival and companies test'They want more, but they don't something like that, and in one
Caterpillar already on the streets, Cat workers all lying down in the complaining.
ing their strength.
want to work harder.' I know a year it's gone."
The workers made good money
he and the others from Firestone street together? Yes," Rogers
For people in this city of
temfinding
time
have a tough
84,000, the issue isn't manageporary jobs to get by on. Martin
ment strength vs. worker ingeogihopes to do a little carpentry
.
ty, though strikers ase determined
,:512r.222i2r028e*
to stick to the unions. It's jobs, work; he may have to travel to
Indianapolis Or St. Louis to find
groceries and rebuilding when the
• it.
- Slakes end.
It's still- a union town, said
"Really, there's no winners.
Michael LeRoy, an assistant proThe damage has been done," said
1417 West Main • Murray • 753-2593
Bob 'elks, whose grain- fessor at' the University of tillnctie Institute of Labor and
processing tOmpeny, A.E. Staley
Relations.
Industrial
and
_
him
locked
Manufacturing,
"There's a tremendous amount.,
_750._other workers out in June
4:144.
- • 1993. "People are getting into of activism out there," he said. .
holes .finaricially, and they're ."Decatur has become something..
•
of a rallying- point, ttot only for
hurting psychologically.
Illinois trade unionists but for
the
for
situation
sad
a
"It's
.
.
unions- in the Midwest and'
Cvtip4t. eily," sad Jelks, who
Nursery,- 6th Grade
found - work as a masseuse at a - beyond."
The' Caterpillar strike is most
YMCA.
Commencement Service Sun
because it involves:
significant
when
began
Staley's lockout
July 24th at 6
• workers refused to go along with one of the--ijation's-largest, most
powerful unions going up against
,changes in the seniority system
and a switch to 12-hour shifts. a major manufacturer. if CaterpilManagers feared they " would lar breaks the UAW, companies
everywhere ‘ould• try- the same
sabotage the plant.
Otst
Up to 5Ube'.
Troubles intensified whenthe thing, LeRoy said.
Prernkm 011
Freon'
But the-Staley lockout matters
United Auto Workers launched a
nationwide strike against Cater- too, because of the union's unorpillar Inc. last month and. 1,900 thodox tactics, LeRoy said.
Prices Good July 18-Aug. 15
Rather than just picket, the
'more workers walked off the job.
union has - disrilpTed- the—iparent
300 S. Johnny Robertson Rd.
• Then last week,'1,270 United
meeting,.
shareholders
company's
plant
tire
Open 6:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
the
atRubber workers
Effike—agalttsr u_ilted a bo colt of banks and
e na
6:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Saturday -other businesses in ed to Staley_
For More Information::
Firestone-Bridgestone;
11
All told, about 64--Tiereent.:rif• and sent "road warriors"-to meet
the city's labor force is carrying with unions across the Country
"picket signs instead of paychecks.
At all three companies, worker
after worker talks of protecting
what unions have won over the
years: eight-hour days, vacation
time, seniority, the rightlo organize. They warn that if unions lase power, workers everywhere will
•
suffer."Basically, we're all out for
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two businessmen announced
plans to open Lexington's first
regional brewery ih 75 years.
William M. Ambrose---and
Michael J. Hart on Friday chartered a micro-brewery that will
produce malt and specialty beers
by next spring. The brewery will
have a 200-year-old name: the
Lexington Brewing Co.
Ambrose, the company's president, said a restaurant is expected
to be added to the brewery within
two years_
"If we can sell 10,000 barrels
a year, we will be happy,"
Ambrose said. "We are going for
a small segment of the market's°
we can-lreep our quality higE.."
The two plan to buy a site for
the 7,500-square-foot company in
an unidentified industrial park,
Ambrose said.
The new "brewhouse" is
expected to be under roof by fall,
brewing equipment installed by
mid-winter and beer production
under way by spring.
The brewery will have seven to
10 employees and cost-S250,000
to $300,000 to build. More investors will be sought, Ambrose
said.
Formulas for Lexington Brewing's beers are being developed,
he said.
"The specific beer styles will
be determined by a series of taste
tests with the public," he said.
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Woodmen Olds.
3rdildeple,Murrry
41111•23312

GPC

For about the'same
price as other generic
cigarette brands, the
best4.can be yours. Doral
offers you the most for
your money with an
unsurpassed combination
of quality and overall
value. So why settle foranything less when you
can upgrade to Doral.

114

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
Insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
Insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:

what

BASIC

15 mg "tar",
08 mg ntcotine ay per
cigarette by FTC method

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And' Low Birth Weight.

us atm 11.1. WOMAN TOSACCO CO.
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It s-Brazil!Italy falls in shootout

COMMENTARY

World Cup
'circus' overfor America
- By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer _
PASADENA, Calif: (AP) —_ Like a
,r,rveling circus, the World Cup is leaving
• --..LaiititLYIllt more than the Warm...memory.1 a dazzling time after -á wondr6us•pas.
,age through the United States.
There-s-r nothi.ng- wrong -with that,
nothing that..says the circus shouldn't
,•ome this Way again in a dozdiror two
.to/en years; which is about the earliest it
..:ould -return.
Americans Would welcome the World
Cup back 'anytime, now that ,they-'--Ainow
how much - fun it is and how much-money'
they can make off fans who party day and
night for- a month. Not even a•dud of a
final like Brazil's - shootout victory over
,Italy On Sunday, after two hours of - a,.
- scoreless itie; could -dim the glow the tournament sparked.
Dtt-theICir5ty of this Wald Cup will be that it
did not lead to the creation of a major
Noccer. league in the United States before
-rr began:as promoters planned,nor will it,
lead to a successfid league as prdmised.
next year.
No matter how many American soecer
inverts were made, no matter how many:
ds were enticed to run off with.the-cir-no matter how much c
as iiimedaYe
:
fheAVOrld MO pumped into the nine host
rltics„:::the idea of major league soccer in
this country simply ,won't fly anytime
soon.
Here ar,e just -five reasons why:'
I The best -Arnerican players can
more
.‘a
_ -ke money- _playing in Europe.
2—Fans won't pay major league prices
111-1110f- league soccer.
•it will bomb on television.
1r
other mejorTtague is still .a_
kg more popular. -,
The would-be moguls of U.S.. major
..igue soccer alienated almost everyone
•Arth whom. they dealt. There are a lot of other reasons, but it's
not necessary -to dwell on the negatives.
- The World Cup produced plenty of posilives that-could be built on to develop the
sport in the United States, though not in
the _time span and direction the promoters
dream will happen.,
Here are live 'good things that came out
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• See Page 9

he had accomplished his mission than
happy with the feat.
Pete led Brazil. to taiga in 1958,
1962 and 1970; and the nation hun---gered -for another: Italy;inother- threetime 'winner, was the final and most
difficult obstacle.
By RONALD BLUM
- "We have done our utmost," "AzzurAP Sports Writer
ri
cgach Argo Sacchi said. "We have
--PASADENA,
_ (AK— It was-a
aCeept the result."
to
nameas--illent,
as much
test of nerves
_
few liked it. Imagine Game 7 of
But
much as skill,
ria
'
-'as
World
Series tied after 12 innings
the
champsoccer's
For the first time,
decided:11 'a home-run
and
the
title
ionship came down tet a' shootout —
the NCAA championIniagine
derby.
after All, this is die Wild West — and
.and decided by
overtime
ship
tied
after
Brazil beat Italy. 3s2 in penalty shots five' 1-on-I
-contests.
after a scoreless tie Sunday jo becdme
For the first timerever, the World
World
-Cup
-time
the first four
Cup final came down to what many say
- • ;.4- •
charnpion.
is a roll of the dice. - •
saidYcoach
1,"
No.
- "Brazil is again
Brazil is a very great team and I
Carla'Alberto Parreira, more relieved

Brazilians capture
4th World Cup title__
ealif

4 4

champion.
think they were luckier than us," ItalY
captain - Franco Baresi said. "I think
Italian goalkeeper Gianluca Pagliuca
stopped Marcio Santos, Demetrio
when you reach the finals and lose, it
Albertini- scoled for Italy, Romario
is horrible, whether on the field or in
scored'for Bruit and Alberigo Evani
Baresi was one of the Italians who .and Branco both connected.
Now -came Daniele Massaro, a forfailed with the world — well, at least 2
ward, a man expected to easily convert
billion if the estimates are correct —
his kick. Taffarel, a veteran of four
watching.
seasons' in the Italian League, dove to
Shooting first after 120 scoreless
his left and parried the bail away.
minutes, Baresi put the ball -over the
"A tot of luck is involved in a pencrossbar. It ,would have been a fine
alty kic4k," Taffarel said. "The goalkfield goal.
eeper normally tries to pass all the
He fell to*the field in despair until
c,onfor-ted by Brazil goalkeeper Claudio aesponsibility on to the kicker. Since I
Tafarrel.
gtlesseff.--right. 1410004:like an easy _
,
"I tried to change the direction of save.” ••
Ounga, araziris captaik. made his
the shot at the very last moment and I
missed," said the captain of both Italy
• See - Page 9
and AC Milan, the European

BRITISH OPEN

•

•

rice lakes Tuniberry
ede- sunk-by Price's 60-foot putt

1
-,4,101

By BOB GREEN
AP-Golf Writer,.

ish; birdie-eagle-pa& gave him a closing 66
and milder him a 1-shot -winner over the
'stunned Parnevik.
The_ amazing eagle putt provided the
*knockouti-. punch„ capVing a quick 3-shot
swing 'inrice's favor.

TURNBERRY, Scotland (AP) — Nick
Price, two strokes down in the British Open
and lining up a monster.putt for an eagle on
,the-17th hole, needed something dramatic to
happen.
"I knew I had to make it," Price said. "I - ---- --The- little tap-in for par on the last hole,
completing a 12-under-par 268 16ial, brought
--really couldn't believe it when it went in. I tears to Price's eyes and wiped away the
really couldn't. What it jumped in the right
haunting memories of the twolosses that
,side, I almost jumped out of my skin.
came tin a 6-year cycle.
"My heart rate must have been 251?, And it
In 1982 the youthful Price blew a 3-shot
didn't slow down until that last putt on 18."
lead with six holes to go and lost to Tom
The amiable man from Zimbabwe was at
Watson at Troon.
the peak of his golfing powers In engineerSix years later, in 1988 at Royal Lytham,
ing one of the most remarkable turnarounds
he lost to Stye Ballesteros who, Price said,
-in the hist6ry of the game's oldest
"was jile best player in the world and playtournament.
ing at his very best." A 50- to 60-foot eagle putt on the 17th
After another six years, however, it was
green at Turriberry — and a tactical mistake
by Jesper Parnevik of Sweden — proved to • Price hoisting the old silver claret jug.
be the critical factors in what Price called "a
It was his 15th worldwide victory going
fairy-tale finish" to the 123rd British Open
back to his 1992 PGA Champibnship. No
Championship on Sunday.
one has won more in that span. And it was
"It tested my heart, my temperament and
his fourth win of the year, including three on
my character," Price said.
the American tour.
They Were found to be sound beyond his
, In this one, he got a little unwitting help
own wildest imagining.
from Parnevik, 29, now a rookie on the
"When You -reach down deep inside your- - American tour.
self, sometimes you surprise yourself," Price
He didn't look at the leader boards. And it
File Photo
said. "I didn't know I had' it in "me to'play
Zimbabwe's Nick Price, considered the world's best golfer, captured his
led to a crucial, decisive tactical error.
down- the stretch the way I did."
first British Open title Sunday with an amazing finish.
See Page 9
Neither did anyone else. But his 3-3-4 fin-

_

LOCAL BASEBALL

. 1994 Colt League District Tournament

•
•

Express wins
1 of 2 games
at Murray St.
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County
Express split a 'doubleheader
with the Muhlenberg Senior
Babe Ruth team Sunday at
Murray State to improve their
record to 23-13.
The Express entered Sunday's games with a four-game
winning streak, but saw it
snapped in the first contest,
Callow3y had only one hit
in the game, thafbY laroA Fite
in the second inning. Wesley
-Cogdell was the losing pitcher,
giving up five runs on five hits
in five innings of work before
giving way -to Josh Peak.
Calloway managed to gain a
split with a 2-1 win in the second game behind a strong
pitching performance from
Tommie Staley, who improved
to 5-2 on the year.
• SeefPage 9

Murray wins championship
John David Poynor began the
tournament run with a no-hitter
in Murray's 6-0 win over Mayfield. On Friday, Ray Stone and
Josh McKee! combined to strike
out 15 in a 7-3 win over Marshall County.

Murray pitching
gives up one hit
en route to title
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Pitching may be down in the
major leagues, but it was in
abundance at Ty Holland Field
last week.

In all, Murray pitchers allowed just one hit in the threegames and struck out 33 in 19
innings.

Allowing just one hit in three games; the Murray all-stars ran
away with the Colt League District Tournament title behind a
no-hit pitching performance
from Scan Garner in Saturday's
championship game.
Garner struck out 11 hitters
in Murray's 17-1 win over
Calvert City. Garncr's pitching
perfomance in the finals capped
a brilliant week of pitching for
th-E Murray stars.

With their. championship,
Murray- now Moves on to
Evansville, Ind., this weekend
for a double-elimination zone
tournament.
On Saturday, Murray hammered out 16 hits to back up
Gamer's sterling pitching performance. Paul Lamb led the
way by going 4-for-5 with two
singles and two doubles.
NIcKeel, Stone, Sam Arnett,
Micah Bazzell and Justin Morton all had two hits. Tim
Vaughan and -Garner had one

hit apiece.
Calvert City's lone run of the
game came on an errant Murray
pick-off attempt at third.
For the tournament, Murray
had,a team batting average of
.387, and an on-base percentage
of .567. In three games,-Murray
outscored opponents 30-4.

Murray stars
roll to victory
in Pony play
In recent Pony League All/Star
play, Murry defeated the Calvert
City All-Stars 18-1. Murray had
14 hits. Roger Houk was the winning pitcher, giving up one hit
and striking out six Calvert City.
batters.
Murray plays again tonight at 6
against the Mayfield All-Stars.

NINE-YEAR-OLD ALL-STARS
The Murray' Nine-Year-Old All-Stars tied for second in the
Marshall County Tournament this past weekend.
After losing to Marshall 11-4 Friday night, Murray beat the
Henderson Nationals 7-6 and were edged out by the Henderson Americans 9-8. On Friday night, Chris Owen led Murray
with three hits and Dustin Sutton added a double. On Saturday, Bobby Ives, Dylan Volp, Austin Swain and Sutton each
had two hits and Ben Keller, Justin Fox, Edward Baust and
Tyler Harper added hits for Murray. Sutton, Swain, Baust and
Harper all pitched during the tournament.
Beginning Wednesday, the Nine- and Ten-Year-Old AllStars will host the Murray Invitational Tournament at the Kentucky League field, featuring teams from Calvert City, Henderson, Lyon County, Marshall County and Mayfield. The tournament will conclude July 24.

BRONCO,LEAGUE STATE TOURNAMENT
The Bronco League State TournaMent ii''being played this
week at the new city park.
In the first game of the tournament, the Murray Blue team
won over the Marshall County All-Stars- 11-7. Other games
saw the Marshall County Mavericks edge Mayfield-Graves
County 6-5, Murray Gold downed Kirksey 12-1, the Calvert
City All-Stars topped the Murray Shriners 15-1, Murray
Gold beat Calvert City 10-1 and Kirksey claimed a 13-3 win
over the Murray Shriners.
The tournament continues tonight, starting at 6, with the
winner advancing to the district tournament in Michigan.
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.BRIEFS
Wiseman wins Oaks Invitational title
Jeff Wiseman won the championship flight of the Oaks Invitational Sunday at the Oaks Country Club.
Wiseman finished the event with a two-day score of, 139, five
strokes better than Tim Dossett and Todd Thomas.
Other flight winners and runners-up were: first flight, winner,
Jesse Rooker, 148; runner-up, Roger Grogan, 150; second flight, tie
for first, Chuck Wells and Shaun Kern, 158; third flight, winner,
Andy Balzer, 164; runner-up, Bobby Holmes, 165; fourth flight,
winner, Jimmy Felts, 170; runner-up, tie, James Harris and L.C.
Jones, 171; and fifth flight, winner, Greg Lassiter, 180; runner-up,
tie, Norman Lane and Sid Shertzer, 181.

It

Daniel wins Big Apple LPGA event
4

gliuca
netrio
merle
Evani

NEW ROCHELLE. N.Y.(AP) — Beth Daniel midi 5-foot birdie putt and Laura Davies missed her 4-footer to tie on the first
hole-of a sudden-death playoff in the JAL -Big_ Apple Classic Off
Sunday.
Daniel, who earned $97,000 for her third victory of the season
and 30troVerall, shot an even-par 71 for an 8-under 276 total on
the Wykagyl course. She needs a victory in a major or five other
events to enter the LPGA. Hair& Fame.
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Andrettl edges Rahaf fa -Indy-car race
TORONTO (AP)
Michael Andretti beat Bobby Rahal.,by 6.8
'seconds in-.the Toronto Molson-Indy on" Sunday, to end Team
Penske',s seven-race-winning streak with _his' 29th career.Indy-car.
victory. • - -•• •
Andretti., driving a Reynard;Ford Cosworth, averaged 96.673
mph in the 98-lap raceon the -1.78c.mile circuit.

le his

Bodine takes flag in Genuine. Draft 500
LONG POND, Pa.(AP) — Geoff Bodine edged Ward Burton by
J.26 seconds in the Miller Genuine Draft 500 on Sunday for Hoosier tires' first victory in 17 NASCAR Winston Cup races this
season.
Bodine, who won the pole in a Ford Thunderbird with a speed of
163.689 mph, recorded his 14th career Victory, his third on the
2.5-mile Pocono International Raceway and first as a car Owner in
a points race. He averaged 163.689 mph in the 2.00-lap,race.

--Cowboys' Smith sustains head injury
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Dallas Cowboys running back Emmitt
Smith sustained a -slight head injury Sunday when a small motor
buggy he was a passenger on slammed into'unofficial team mascot
Ray Jones, officials said. .
Smith was released from St. David Hospital after a CAT scan,
nursing supervisor Susan Curbello said. Jones, 63, Was not seriously injurs.
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Muhlenberg County tied the
game at 1-1, then' the Express'
David Ward reached on an error.
That was followed by Todd Clevidence reaching °nen error also.
With two on, Cogdell was walked
to-load the bases with two outs.
Sean Waller, pihch-hitting for Jay
Herndon," then got the gamewinning RBI single.
The Express swept the Christian- County Senior Babe Ruth
squad Saturday at Murray State.
In the first game, a 10-7 win
for the Express, Calloway jumped
out to a 7-0 lead heading into the
sixth inning. The Express scored
three runs in the first inning
when Cogdell doubled, followed
by a Waller single and a two-out
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e said,
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going
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homer by Clevidence, his first of
the season.
Waller picked up the win on
the mound, going 1 2/3 innings,
allowing no hits and striking out
thief batters for his third win of
tli season.
.In the second game, Herndon
pitched six innings, allowing
three runs on seven hits to
improve to 34. Wall& came into
the game in the seventh inning to
strike out the side and collect his
third save of the year.
Waller added a solo home run
to the cause in the game. Clevidence was 3 for 4 and Travis
Anderson, Cogdell and Waller all
had two hits each. Jason Fite had
the game-winning RBI.
Calloway closes out the regular
season tonight at Ballard.

Cup 'circus':..
FROM PAGE 8

around the world.
3—Start a solid minor league,
charging minor league prices.
of the World Cup:
4—Market the sport to kids
I—Millions of Americans
watched soccer fix the first time. and young adults, showing it on
ESPN at the times when they
2—Many who had never seen a
would watch it.
World Cup *enjoyed
5—Keep it growing at the
3—Americans'liked the partygrassroots level.
ing fans and colorful players.
To make that plan work, the
4—Kids watched it with their
would-be moguls would have to
parents.
make serious attitude and ego
5—It showed again that
adjustments. For starters, they
America loves to root for America, whether in soccer, gymnastics
would have to stop ticking off the
or luge.
people they need on their side:
If the folks who are so eager to
city officials, sponsors, the mediprcust.ate soccer in the United
a.
words arrogant and greedy
SlatC.T 100k at both those lists,
came up many times over the
they can fashion a strong. future
past months when peopk dealing
for the game. -They just have-to - with U.S. World Cup representachange their priorities and slow tives-described them. There's no
down a little: '
reason to believe they will
They are.right that the time is change or do anything but plunge
now, when interest in soccer is at ahead stubbornly to create an
a peak, to move- ahead boldly.- instant major league as if mounThe question is which way. If tains of gold awiit them.
[hey go the route of the 12-team
Soccer made great inroads in
'league they're planning for next the United States during the past
spring, they will be doomed to
month, drawing 3.6 million in
repeat the failure .of the attendance to 52 games. For those
• 1970s-'80s 'experiment- unless
who 1011e the game and wagt tt
--much'deeper Pockets see it thrive here,- it Would'he a
than the $100 million they're shame to waste all that new good
hoping to raise. will by promoting the' sport the
Here is an alternative plan:
wrong way.
1—Put• the _big bucks -into
"What worries -. me," -British
America's national team, keeping soccer legend Robby Charlton
it together and.making it stronger said before if started, "is that it's
so it can seriously challenge .for like the circus .coming to town.
the World Cup every four years: Everybody enjoys it, but once it's
1—Work out a may to play all gone, it's soon forgotten."
the soccer powers .regularly in
It doesn't have to be that way,
tournaments and exhibitions bat the odds are it will, ,

MI_It's Brazil!.
FROMiPAGE 8

victory to Ayrton Senna, the Brazilian
race car driver, who died-in
kick, giving Brazil a 3-2 read as
Roberto Baggio, the world's best a crash earlier this year.
"It was a well-deserved title,
player-last year, approached thee
because Brazil ,Was the best team
I2-yard mark. Baggio limped
throughout the competition,"
through the lame because of a
Bcbeto said.
sore right hamstring. He had carried the Aquiri through the.. Both teams attacked S- unday,
knockout phase of the Worrd Cup but Brazil did it much better, outshooting -the Italians 224 Still,
with live goals.
Italy came close, and it hurt.
But. like Baresi, he kicked a
"Baresi 'was crying, like 'a-field .goal..The Cup belonged to
child,
after the shootout," defenBrazil.
der
Luigi
Apolloni said. "I could
"I was there-in body and spirit:: Baggio said. "My concentra- not believe that a veteran player
tion was good. I don't know why could be so upset. I was moved.
And many of us broke into tears
I shot the way I did."
as
the Brazilians celebrated."
Millions of Brazilians ran into
It took 491 qualifying games to
the streets from the Amazon to
whittle 146 nations down-to 24,
the Atlantic in an instant
and 51 more matches in the tourCarnivale.
nament_jo leave, just two. On
"I did it my way,- Parreira
Sunday, as the smog began lifting
said.
For months, Brazilians criti- from the San Gabriel Valley, Brazil became the last survivor; 31
cized him for allowing the team
months after the tournament
to attack Constantly. Now he felt
began.
vindicated.
"Those who didn't support us
"We did it without changing
and without making conces- should reflect," said Mario Zagasions," he said. "The technique lo, who coached the team- to. the
1970 title and currently serves as
of the world's finest soccerhas to
Parreira's assistant. "This shows
have tactics, too."
Brazil did everything right."
The Brazilians dedicated the

III Price right...
FROM PAGE 8
"1 thought 1 needed another
birdie at the 18th," Parnevik
said. "f I'd known the position,
think I would have gone for the
middle of the green. The way it
turned'out, maybe I should have
taken a glimpse."
Instead of going for the middle
of the green, Parnevik attacked
the pin, tucked to the left. He
missed in deep rough and-made a
bogey.
That cut his lead to one over
Price, who was playing the 17th
at the time. Parnevik was in the
scorers' tent adding up his 67

Atien the unmistakable roar went
up from the gallery.
And he knew what it meant. A
stricken expression
crossed his face. He covered his.
eyes with his hand, then went
back to. the card.
FuL/y Zoeller, the 42-year-old
American who led going into the
final 'round, could do no better
than match par 70 and was third
alone at 271.
Anders Forsbrand, another
Swede, shot "64 and tied for
fourth at 273 with Mark James of
England and David Feheny of
Northern Ireland.
Ntunned,

SCORE
BOAMD
Sponsored By:
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St, Murray
(next t43- Ceeteiy
AA

•

a

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stat• -Farm InitUrance Companion;
Mom, affices: Bl000dnifton. iffinols

MAJOR LEAGUES
Arderiesn League
All Times COT
°
East Divisidn
W
L 'Pct.
607
54
35
53 37
589 TY,
45 45
500
457 13•4
42 50
40 50
444
Central Division
_

New York
Batsmen,
Boston
Detroit
Toronto

W

Cleveland Chic*
Kansas Ctrs
Mnsescsa
IAN/dukes

At-ant
Montreal
oniiadelprua
New York
T'Oncla
Cmonnati
Houston

-.011 - 4•115,68rot '34602

.

National L..gne-East DivIpon
W
L
56 34
54
37
44 48
42 49
42 50.,
Central Division
W
54
37
52 40
43 47
42 46
38 52
_Whet Division
W
47 ,45
46 - 48
43 50'

GO
616
593
478
462
457

2
14
11;4

Pet. GB
593 —
565 2
4711
4)7 10M
422 15,4

53
1.01.1S
54
36
CNcago
49 . 44 -` 572' 7
43 47 4.478
. 11
Pct. GO
...cis Angems
42 49
511
462 12'4
Coiorado'
gig
Divisign •
San
GO
Francisco
L
Pct,
IN
462
_
an Deg°
Tern
•••- 47 -484
398 10/.
_Oakland
440 4
40-. 51—
Sunday's Glieflitil
Caitornta
Atlanta 2. Florida
419 6
39 54
Seethe
San Dego 10. rNiesii -York 1
-37 54
407 7
Hauston -9, PrthOurgh 0
Sunday's Games • _
ItAlhaukrie •5. karmesola 3
San Frarteisco 6. Montreal 4
Phiat4iphu B Los. Angetes 7
Chicago 5. Cleveland 2
Baltimore 10, C.aitomia 5
Cinonnat 3. Chicago g. 10 tnnings
Colorado 10. St• Louis 6 _
Boston 111, Oakland 3
•
'
New York 14, Seattle 4
.,11ondat5 Gime,
Toronto 3, Texas 1
San Dego (Krueger 1-1) at Montreal (Rueter 4-21.
Kansas City 4, Detroit 1
'
05' p m
Monday'. Genies
Los Angeles (Valdes 1-01 at New Yolk diensinger
SAnntiota (Guarded° 0-11 at Toronto-)Later 3-5),
13). 7 05 pm
705 pm
San Francisco Nickerson E-8) at PhIsdelPANITexas (Leary 1:
0) at Clevelaiut (Gnmsley 1.11,
Bostic. 4-5), 7 05. p m
7 05 p m
Atlanta iMerctier 7-21 as Putsiourgh (Cooke. 4-61.
Kansas City (Haney 1-2) at Milwaukee (Miranda
.05 pm
.
•,-1). 705 pm
Flonda (Hough 5-8) at Onannao "(SCpesirsii 4-1).
J
Dolma iGardinw 2-2) at Chicago (Sanderson 8-3).
7 05 0 01
SI LOWS(Watson 6-4) at HOusion (B VAliams 5-51
7 05 m
•
7 05 pm
Boston (Vansgrnond 0-2) at Callow (Andersen)
_
5-44. 1005 pm
Chicag0▪(Bulbriger 3-21 at Colorado (Slarkey T=5)
New York (Hitchcock 1.1) at Oakland (Van poosol
05,s,
5-81,10-05 pp
Bakirnore (artist 3-21 at Sash). (Ginalsis 0-0)
10 06 pm

--;.a
• _.
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* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available*
-kfurray's Friendly Home Stereo Deakr"
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba
t"
-117.111

•

A.U D I 0 /VIDEO
808 Coldwater ltd. Murray
759-1835

0TR011gBILT
MECHOKE FOR POWER
AND PERFORMANCE

1,
in the

at the
nderurray
Satureach
t and
t and

d AllKennder)urna-

VT
KI this

A Blueprin
ForThe Future
,
Architectural plans are stilliinq
- rt- finalized for the
construction of the new United Commonwealth Bank
building at the corner of 12th and Main Streets, Here John
Peck, President of United Commonwealth, and Dr I. D.
Outland, Chairman of the bank's Board of Directors, go
over details of the interior layout of the new bank. •

team
ames
raves
alifert
Furray
3 win

UNITED

h the
an.

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

Together it's possible.

TROY-1111T° Ural lIZACTORS
• Choice of Mulching Deck options!
• Easy-to-operate foot-controlled hydrostatic
drive or gear
1110,41111.1• Powerful Briggs & Stratton OHV
engine with twin cylinders available
•Tight 22" Turning Radius
• A size for every yard: from 12.510 W ABIBUTY
Ask your cksaler for
16HP hydro drive
complete deals
and•free wps
• Covered-by exclusive
Oro TROY SILT
7 Yeas Wairenty
7-Year Warranty!
end the
item '.,v, d0.1, moment tot melt. totald Ned
• Wkelt W.MY OW Easy Permits RITINIfte
Inhed "mowed psymen1 for imy molosh nun he lae thee the trotteelth menew treed. Seed,.II. wok pocky* of the
pettiest.' nirdri slow MON ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE and CIO1t1111 SAVINGS OFFER A finance chew or
I 741.s emoted on the average duty helance dooms each a...My Nilo/ mud Molitywrn month', pa y onent 52000 d
pay Ow 'Noy fonowni *oho.11 dm, of vow firs, Mott *ammo* Thyny of
owed. No imam damn
Owl melt
the Easy Payment Plan, inch/dug A14NL AL ftliCENTAGE RATE, me wapro io change•N. tone

1300Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY 42071 • 502-759-9443
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Murray- Home I Auto
Chestnut St.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1.

CLASSIFIED

•41

„

CLASSIFIED JIID RATES
$5.00 Colunill inch
40% Discount 2nd Dun,
60% Discount Sad Sun.
CMS Ace hasi Sun ismer 6 Day Afoot)
$1 75 per column Inch *rho for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido).

Reader Adl

010
020
025

a3o

;

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes tor Rent
280
FARMERS MAPKFT
_205 Mobile Home Lots tor Rent
Eiusiness Rentals
330
Form Equipment
Want To Rent
Livestock & Supplies 310
320 .... Apartments For Rent
Poultry & Supplies7
......
Rooms For Rent.
'ProcsJce 330
Houses For Rent
340
Feed & Seed
"For Rent or Lease
360

Ale

010

ORDINANCE NO.1044024

e

40' -

Community Development
-SECTION
Block Grant Funds in the amount of$72,889
for the -City of Murray North Douglas
Redevelopment Project are hereby incorporated into projected revenues for fiscal year
1993,1994.

Auto Parts
Used Cars

Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 01- Motors

LEARN TO DFliVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

ALLIANCE

i.PCTOR • tRALEN'RAMC CF NIERS
sminunimi

INTRODUCED TO THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON THE 23 DAY OF JUNE,
1994.

••

ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON THE 14 DAY OF JULY,
1994.
William N. Cherry, Major

Murray Water District No. 3 Summary of
cash receipts & expenditures for the year
ended December 31, 1993.
6,994.00

Receipts
User Fees
Interest Income

58,260.00
3,542.00

Total Receipts

61,802.00

Expenditures
Operations
Taxes
Debt Service

45,490.00
3,1 68.00
10,225.00

Total Expenditures

58,883.00
7,292.00

Ending Cash 12/31/93

The above data may be inspected by the
public by calling 435-4143 for an appointment.
Glen Windsor
Chief Executive Officer
Rt. 7 Murray, Ky.
Commissioners
Dan Miller, At. 1 Murray
Chuck Williams, Rt. 7 Murray
Charles Windsors, At. 7 Murray

ORDINANCE
#94-1026
ordinance
An
amending
further
ordinance
zoning
number 794 of the
city of Murray, Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain tract
of land located at
1107 West Main
Street, Murray, Kert,
R-4.
tucky, from
(Multi-Family ResiB-2
dential) to
Busi(Highway
ness).
Wm. N. Cherry
as Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
as City Clerk
Summary prepared
by Wm. Donald
Overbey
City Attorney

ORDINANCE
#94-1025
ordinance
An
enacting and adopting a supplement to
the code of ordinances of the city of
Murray, Kentucky,-as prepared by Burlington Publishing
Systems, Florence,
Kentucky.
c, Adopted by the
Murray City Council
on July 14, 1994.
Wm. N. Cherry
as Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
as City Clerk
Summary prepared
by Wm. Donald
Overbey
City Attorney

020
Nonce

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Toes Pizza, salads
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649.3804

•

MASSAGE THERAPY
Relax release remenate
To your home service By
appointment Dave
753-3801 Enjoy in good
health'
WHO S calling you? Caller
ID World of Sound
753-5865

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doom open at 6001
Knights of Columbus' Halt."--

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

Beginning Cash 1/1/94

please

'1,ee local claim send,oe"

KY

94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. Soutrt-M Sq.

Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mite
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Murray

P.O. Box 103.3

753-0466

mon 1
mum
r
Iris I
Japanese
Daylillies,
blooming
Come see the
and Hostas Over 900 varieties
. I
Free Plant With This Coupon

Open Garden Friday-Sunday i

025

C&C Nursery I

Personals
REDUCE Burn off fat while
you sleep, take OPAL
Available Holland Drug,
109 S 4th St, Murray

753-2993

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd (Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, tum left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd )turn left. 1st I
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
am
I. win am ism

ACCEPTING applications
for light industrial work &
clerical work Apply in per- .
son at 1210 Johnson Blvd

Business on
a-Budget?

AVON, Anew & Skin So
Soft 30% off Call to inquire
about becoming-an Avon-representative 753-3383.
AVON wants individuals interested in earning
$8 $14'hr No door to door.
1 800 827 4640

Full limo, part time stock
& carryout person.
Apply at Owen's
Food Market.
AIrt phan• cab plassol

RECEPTIONIST- assistant
for doctors -office Must
have basic clerical skills &
excellent personality for dealing with people Experience helpful but will train
qualified_ person 41pply_ at

Heskett Chiropractic Center between hours of
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self-motivated
individual to deliver one of
our Sunday only routes in
Murray, Hardin & Aurora
Must have reliable transportation & cash bond If
interested contact David
Hussey at 1 800-866-2211

Process/Manufacturing Engineer. Rapidly
growing automotive OEM joint venture molder
and extruder of rubber products requires
additional engineering staff. Candidate should
have knowledge of Autocad, SPC, cost and
scrap reduction methods,and project planning
abilities. Associate or bachelors degree in
mechanical or manufacturing engineering preferred. Salary commensurate with experience.
Excellent benefits program. Send resumes in
confidence to:
Kathy Stier
Manager of Human Resources
Plumley-Marugo, Ltd.
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242

901 642 4297. 7pm 2am

PART-r---TIME basic skills
instructor- bachelors degree required, teaching
certificate preferred Strong
math & English skills a
must Person must exemplify strong oral and written
communication skills, and a
desire to work with the disadvantage population
Send cover letter and. resume to Dot Newborn. Rm
206 Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky 42071

8am-5pm

CAPTAIN Os is now taking
applications for assistant
manager & manager trainees Apply in person at
Captain Os of Murray

WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Paris. TN
Cafe

time pOsition to work as an
aide in outpatient physical
therapy clinic Send resume to Scott Winkler
P T 312 S 8th St, Murray,
KY 42071

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classi-

Call 753-1916 for details.

DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the fu
Sure and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentacky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

IMMEDIATE opening Full-

fieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

BIG Apple Cafe Puryear,
TN is now taking applications for restaurant help
Apply in person
901 247 5798

DANCERS and waitresses
needed at The Foxy Lady in
Paris, TN Please call Charlie or Jeri at 901 -644-0301

IMMEDIATE openings Organist and choir director for
First Christian Church
Please send resume to
111 N 5th St, Murray, KY
.; 42071 (502)-753-3824

...

070

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
CIVIL war. WW I or II guns,
swords, pictures, other artifacts Old Coca-Cola advertising or gas & oil ad
items, old stone whiskey
jugs with advertisments on
front Call 753-3633, ask for
Larry

1

Buffet — All You Can Eat!
Turkey 8 Dressing • Fried Chicken
Coffee or Tea
$4.95 Pius Tax
11:30-3:00 pm. Only
Open 7 Days 4 p.m.-9 p.m.

.111=11111=1==

2 REGULATION size pay

DAYBED, white with brass
turn, heart shaped back,
twin mattress included;
$285 753-7270
SOFA & matching chair
Country blue plaid with oak
trim $100'759-4437
USED furniture, carpet &
refrigerators I also hand
strip & refinish old furniture
George Hodges, 806 Coldwater Rd

DP Air. Go-Meter sprint exercise bike, like new, $100
489-2218
210

WOODEN desk, sofa &

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667

100 North 5th Street
Across from First Christian Church
Serving Murray and Calloway County Since 1892
Cuality workmanship at the
lowest prices in the area.
Summer Hours 12:00 till 5:00

.i,1
Customized r*

c,„„pute-

erect
erVices

S

Sertues

1
-Steve & Sheila Bea
All About!
Servini. Qtfrers Is What
TO. Box 888 • Murray, WY 42071
(502) 753-0498 • Voice Mail Box 888
'Voice Mai4 Bi-Weekfy Money( 'Escrow
Persoludized Children's
Child Proisuu
lookg, 'Educational Materiats, Seasonal Messages

TALK — 75'3-2284

We Would Love To Have You In Our Services

Murray Baptist Mission
-

)

201 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Parvin. Hall,.Pastor

Sunday Morning

Sunday Sciko1......-11040- am.
a.m.
Preaching--.....
5:30 p.m.
Preaching

BOGAI:ID trucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip -rap 759-1828

Sunday Evening

COUCH, like new 4mos
old Washer & dryer Fashion clothes, regular, plus &
chtldrens sizes Please call
437-4813 if no answer
leave message

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation

Wednesday Evening Preaching

Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold
1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

PLEXUZ Body Toner, five
timed positions of passive
exercise without added
stress to all the motor mus
des of the body & causes
mold aerobic effect Call
Hopkins.
Tom
502 753 6001

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We,ropresent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

VIBROSAUN Body Conditioner, combines vibrabon
with sauna in a reclinging
Position Call Tom Hopkins,
502-753-6001

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square 1608 N 121, Murray 753 6981

7:00 p.m.

Save Up To $500

ELECTRONIC typewriter,
excellent condition, various
features Also, caller ID device, excellent condition,
accessible to this area
759-4056 leave message

NEED a clean house? Call
me, Charlie at 753-1416

•

LUCUS SHOE
REPAIR

ALLIS-CHALMERS 12hp
garden tractor, hydrostat,
48" deck. 3pt hitch, great
Call
shape, $675
474-8339
ATTN deer hunters Enterprise Industrial Meat Gnuder, -4154239 v, carbide
blades, $575 Call
474-8339

pool tables Good condition, $1,200 for owe, $1,000
for the other or $2,100 for
both Call 753-9022 ask for
Phil or 759-9203 after 5pm
ask for Joe 'Serious in- -quires only

chair 753-4722 after 3pm

INFO

WILL stay with elderly or
sick Experience & references Call 753-4590 for
information

On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

DEEP freeze, refrigerators, rARM wagon, almost new
stoves. washers 0 dryers. bed, $250 753-3683
•
354-8528, anytime.
23)
Sports
Equipment

piece or housefull. Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm

WILL clean houses, references, reasonable rates
437-4064

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

•

WANT to buy: antique furniture, glassware & china 1

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced references Call
Linda 759-9553

•

• Deadlines or 2 dors.
advancol

Farm
Equipment

USED lift chair in good
condition 474-2397

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Experienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References available Call Kim at 436-2569

.

isn

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

Domestic
& Childcare

r

11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Solutdorta.m.-12 p.m.

Business
Opportunity

SECTION W.In all other respects Ordinance Number 93-1005 is hereby reaf-

CANCER
INSURANCE

OFFICE HOURS.

100

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

SECTION III. Tourism Tax Commission
receipts in the amount of $17,600, derived
from the 4% transient room tax, are hereby
incorporated into the projected revenues
and expenditures for fiscal year 1993-1994.-

firmed.

4ter
540
560
570

MIc,CELLAV -OUS
Pubilc Sole
For Trade
Flee Column
Wonted

Ugly Duckling
MEER12111E3111

-

SECTION H. Community Development
Block Grant Funds in the amount of$72,889
for the City of Murray North Douglas
Redevelopment Project are herebY appropriated for renovation projects for fiscal year
1993-1994.

TRANSPORTATK)N
Motorcycles
Auto Services

REAL ESIATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sole

FRANCHISE for sale MayFULL-TIM .position open 'EARN $1 000 weekly stufPaducah, Benton,
04,
"
tor responsible-person to - fing envelopes at home:.;
190 year old indus
Fulton,
work in medical facility. In Start now, no experience
year,old. company,
25
"try,
Marshall Co Experience in Free-supplies:tree informasuccess rate if you
100%
insufance, accounts re- tion No obligation Send
are accountable responsiceivable & general- office SASE to VISTA- Dept
ble and teachable
an
.
5
,
duties necessary Please 79, PO Box-60650
1 800 447 4889
BOX
send resumes to PO
Angelo. TX 76906,
1040 F Murray
120
FUt_L•time outside elevator
supervisor Knowledge of
Computers
augers, grain legs, grain
bins & general` mainte- COLOR PRINTER, $175.
nance needed Salary de- 502-753-7001
_
Amerces Second Car
pends on experience
753-3404
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARFULL-time experienced
short order cook Well ad- GER & FASTER ONE
-11isted , versitle, fas1 produc- CALL- HAWKINS RELocations Coast to Coast
tion no problems with SEARCH FOR. DETAILS
athority, works well w/ ANYTIME, 501-753-7901
others, neat in appearance, PC REPAIR- UPGRADESand highly motivated Apply TRAINING AT YOUR LOCs,Custom Vans, and Vans Far Moving
ip person from 8am 3pm
CATION HAWKINS REMon Fri, 10am-2pm Sat, at SEARCH, 753-7001
112 So. 12th
Office 753-6910
Main
410
Pam s Cake Hut
Murray, KY 42071
1-900-THE-DUCK
St
tan
Lowest Rates in Town
Want
HARDEE S of Draftenville
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
To Buy
rye hiring day OA emioloyees all positions:*
ANTIQUES by the piece or
cashiers,teas & prep Be- Call 753-9433
collections
ginning- wage $5/hr Apply
5pm
after
in person No phone calls

Happy Birthday
Dale Phillips
•

470
460
485
490
495
500
510
520

insuronce
Exterrruncrting
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

270
365
420
4.30
435
440
450
460

, EARN $1'090 weekly shit
fing envelopes at home tJo
Free
experience
information+supplies No
obligation Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to Horizon Dept FF.
PO Box 2149. Brownwood
TX 76804

Lardy, Lordy
Look who's 40!

I.

080
230
250
290
530

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Help
Wanted

Notice

AN ORDINANCE FURTHER AMENDING
ORDINANCE NUMBER 93-1005, AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY-OF
KENTUCKY, 'ANNUAL
MURRAY,
BUDGET FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1,1993
THROUGH JUNE 30, 1994 BY ESTIMATING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATING
FUNDS FOR OPERATION OF CITY GOVERNMENT-

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or Trade
. ...... Wont To Buy
._. Articles For Sale
Appliances
lome Furnisnings
L. Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
_Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscol
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

SERVICES

060

020

Loot
Notice

Legit
Notice

060
070
090
130
110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Diglyiestic & CnIacare
Situanon Wonted
Buaness Opportuni,v
instruction

-

Adveirisen ore requested_ SO
_check 1110 OM Inseam et
their odi tor any arm.&Away
Lodger & Naos wig b• issponsibfs for only ono Incorrect insorti-m. Any enc./
should be reported Immo:lately so corrections con be
mode.

•

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
.rsonois
Pa
Cora of Thanks
h Memory
Lost & Found

2Se poi word, $6.00 minimum .040
lit day.54 por word per day for
050
each oddrnonol consocutty•
day $1.75 extra or Shopper
(Turfs Closstflocils go Into Shop' ping Guido.) $2.013 extra for
190
blind box ads.
370
Xczoilde._821_ffsPOsi 390
' A 410Oro wie be roqueed so make 430
any changes to ad to. deadline. 550

s

cALL 753-1916

TOArngE

MP* ASEI

ADJUSTMENTS

WIEDER complete home

gym $350 DP Gympac
2000 fitness system, $50
Exercise bike, $35 Nintendo. $35 Microwave,
$40 RCA Iv. $50 Bentwood rocker, $30 Bassinet $30 Call 753-7083

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

HAIR salon for sale Estab
lished business 22yrs. ex
cellent location You may

753-4199

CLASSIFIED

call between 6pm-9pm,
759 2549

41•11

4

.
•• ••••••••-••re.•
••
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MONDAY JULY 18 1994

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

—911,

RON HALL

Musical

.?•

•

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
28R house, Panarama $8,500 WILL put you in a HOUSE 1 4 acres, new
1BR, central Nit void hook- Shores,
1982 Ne/O-ALY 26ft self- 1 1 1 1 1 -1 Al. Hauling
$250/mo, 2br, 1 bath horns with 2 paint, vinyl. carpet & central
Central Heating
Cooling Service a Installation
2dr tandem, roof moving,clean-up. odd sobs_
contained
up, partial utilities furn- $250/deposit,'references
extra lots near lake Wilson rua Detached heated gar- air refrigerator, twin beds, tree trimming, tree removal,
Electrical SeneKW 4 Installation
ished. No pets References 753-6012
Realty Hwy' 121 S Call age 753-9652
fear bath, awning Price yard mowing, mulch haulrequired, $235/mo
Licensed Gas Merchant
753-5086
ing Clean up sheet rock &
negotiable 502-753-8284
2BR house East of Alrnt
753-3949.
Other building rTIONIfialS.
$275/mo Deposit require& ANDREW Farris Estates HOUSE and acreage,
1BR duplex on 280 taste- 753-6088
Free imamate*. Tim Lamb. -for sale, off Martin Chapel 753-1300, leave message
s20
436-5744
BAHAMA CRUISE! 5 fully decorated, energy effi9am-6pm 489-2116
Oran
759-9247
Oasis
Rd
'*a'rdGl COOtas.;4000**CaS
days/4 nights under- cient. $275/mo,deposit No 2BR near htSU campus, no
7pm-lOpm
I Motors
1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling.iree
booked' Must sell! pets. 753-8848. before pets deposit 753-2967 or COMMERCIAL builitag for
tramming.
tree
removal,
&
retireMurray, KY
(502) 435-4090
753-4857
sale City's best location, IDEAL for starter,
$279/couple Limited tick- gPm•
16F T bass boat, 150hp mo- craning out sheds, attics,
property
ets (407) 767-8100 ext 1BR furnished. No psis. 2BR sun porch, carport, Court Squire, Paris, TN ment, or rental
odd
&
jobs,
will haul &
story, 2500sq ft per Small 2br house with large tor trailer, custom cover,
4395 Mon-Sat, 9am•10Pm
Available August 7th. gas heat, new carpet no Two
floor. 1-600-447-4889 extra lot, 5 minutes from skeeter Wrangler, $4.950 spread mulch Free esti753-5980.
mates 436-5744 Luke
pets. $335/mo Call 9arri-6pm, leave message Murray near Duncan's Sell or trade 436-5082
250
753-6931
Lamb
436-5811
Authorised
grocery. $29,900
1BR near MSU, appfisnces
Business
iciechear1
FOR sale: 6 acres. 753-2339, 753-8767
BRIGGS & STRATTON
furnished
Coleman
RE
38R
brick
4
miles
from
1
1
1
1
mowing,
18'
MARK
ALL
around
Twain
ski
boat.
&mica,
$20,000, 2mi N of Murray.
and KOHLER
•-••-753-9898
town, appliances furnished.
351
Ford
1/0,
188hp,
Mertrimming, tree removal. Joe
753-9663.
NEW house for sale!
`• Saar Casa
K.T I and Associates offer2car garage,$500/mo rent
2000sq ft great location, cruiser outdrrve 2 props 436-2867.
ing a full line ofkyragaave 1 OR 2br apts near down- Deposit & lease required
FOR sale: 7 acres, 4 miles
Across
Southern States
3br,2baths, great room,Or, and ready to ski Tandem 41 lAalaround mowing,
Center town Murray. 753-4100. - -769-4664
- services Bel
South ,of Murray on Hwy kitchen, utility room, walk in trailer, boat serviced twice
trimming,
hauling
Mark
753-3868 or 436-6099.
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
1828. bat 753-0621.
closet. Has all city utilities, a year, $3,300. 762,4791.. 436-2528
38R brick. carport, Florida
Olive. Utilities furraahld." JOOT , shade trees, deIndustrial Road county taxes & extras. Call 1987 BAYLINER, 27ft,
Service,
HALEY
Appraisal
270
Share kitchen, Irving room2 ALL round custom tree
P.O.
Box 247
753-7435,
Haley
daytime
refrigerator
with
during
*
.
hwasher,
Bob
call
sleeps
6,
new
carpet,
new
MOM.
& bathrozirn facilities Walk
avening 753-3966.
ice-maker No pets. 502-489
Murray.
KY 42071
.
2266:•
upholstery, new paint, trimmers, hedges, removal,
Homes For Sale
to US).). Coleman RE
tight hauling, etc 4yrs ex$485/mo. 753-6931.
Vulvo
out
drive,
excellent
BCS Tilkrs
_AlsoAspair Work
KAPPERUD Realty has SPACIOUS 30r 2 bath
perience, tree estimates
'
- 12X52 trailer with -a 12X52 753-969k
condition, $19,000
436-2102 ar for'Mathew
Facia Lomb
built on 4br. can be moved 2BR brick duplex, quiet 3BR plus study. Shady buyers waiting to purchase with great Alowing lay out, 436-2163 or 436-5270_
Richard Lamb
by house movers, asking area, shade, new patio, yard. Dishwasher, w/d hoo- homes-all price ranges. If beautiful kitchen breakfast
room, separate dining MUST still 1985 Sea Ray Al, Al's hauling, yard work.
$800. Call 753-0751.
new refrigerator No pets. kup, refrig.& stove 1704 you are thinking of
tree
removal,
mowing.
Free
Ridgewood. $475/mo, contacloone of our courte- room. Lots of extras, coun- Rumabout,$6.250 pbo
98111Hates. 759-1683..„;., ,
1081 14'X72' RIVEROAK, $345/mo 753-6931.
lease--deposit, no pets. ous and professional try club view. Call for your" 753-5927
-12X18' screen porch, 28R duplex in Ranararna -753-8734 leave mesage.
agents at 753-1222 or stop appointment today.
Al Tree Service. Stump
USED boats, motors. trail12%18'. storage building, Shores, laketiew. 1 block.
by office at 711 Main St. 753-29051.753-7536.
removatandspraying,free
_
house,
1-bath,
in
•.6
ROOM
ers
&
salvage
partefor
sale.
2W acre; 2410"lar• to- KY Lake, $250fin0- 5.!
:
.
country. hooded- area. Rd
Boat 6 motor repair. All estimates. _43672247. or
50 2:7 5 3.-1,4 1 5': S300/Mo. 527-9639.
NEW duplex for sale: Cam-•
49V8737.
frigerator
&
range
furn•
work
&
parts
guaranteed
502-442-8764
bridge Estates. Gans.
28R duplex, 180254 B ished, new stom windows &
Wayne Darnell Marine Re- Al -Tree trimming & light
1981—TIDWELL recently - Monroe Ave, lease, depo- vinyl siding, 2..miles from Steely 753-6156.
pair,- Hwy 121 S
hauling. Paul Lamb _
redecorated, 2br, 2 baths, sit No pets, $350 city limits off-10th 16th. YOUR OWN.PRIVATE ES- 1978 HONDA 750F 502-436-5464,
436-2102.
new garden tub, new can- 753-8002 after 5pm
Call 753-8164 evenings be- TATE! Build-yoor dream Supersport, $100.
753-2280,
...Aral heat &
Neer 5:30pm-7:30pm.
home on this 3.7 acre tract 759-4659 message:
3BR,
2
bath,
low
utilitiesr
- 753-9713.
on the corner of Van Cleave
mirth garage.' $550/mo. LAKEFRON.Tiome- beauI. Kaye Road. Priced right EXTRA nice Oplciwing
1.986 ATLANTIC --14X52, 763-3293 after 6pm.
tiful sloping lot on Blood
at $14,900. Call Fred at 1000 Honda, loaded, askpartially furnished, central
River. Large deck, family
ing,$1,850. Can be seen at ,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
h/a, w/d, 'appliancgts, 3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage room,2 fireplaces, formal Prudential Sirk & Co., Hudson's Western Store,
527-7000.
' CUSTOM WOODWORKING
duplex,
new.
W/0
hook-up
$9,500. 753-9540.
$450 monthly
10
miles
on
94
East.
appliances furnished, lyr
All Types Of:
• 7
'753-4545.
1987 14X70 BUCC.,excel- lease, no pets. Fallbrook, plus deposit. Available am.
Southwest 1411a, just over one year old.
Custom Woodworking
lent condition,-2br & 2"1U11 behind Circus Skate: mediatley,7514428.
Three bedroom, two bath, spacious floor
- and
ion
baths. Built in appliances: 436-3017. •
Plorartr
plan* cathedral ceiling in den with gas
NICE 3br brick, 2 bath. 2
Kitchen
Bath Cabinets •
.c/h/a, all electric w/pole.
-.fireplace,
6 ft_jkivacy fence in back,
French doors,. $12,000. BRIT.TNEY_TMOGE car garage, with swimminsi -LOT & camPer for sale set
•
Our•
Showroom
• Drop By And See
pool, Satellite -dish, hr'• bp in Pirates Cove.
2,000 sq. ft. -living,. 3,100 sq. ft. total.
•••:- 753-8117 6-10pm,or leave ,APARTMENTS. 5br, -214
(B•tiind
Bunny
.Murray
Sunbury
409
Bfobed)
1982
FORD
Granada
.
,
new
place, large out building,
message.
• • - bath, $640/mci. Contactair, OW car.
Oba.753-5940
Century 21, Loretta Jobs horse barn with 6 acres of
land, 3 acres fenced in. 3
- 1988 1.4X70 FLEETWOOD. Realty, -753-1492.
miles East of Murray. $550
_ mobile home, all electric, 1
BLACK, flpnda Pre-.owner, .bought new, EFFICIENCY apartment rent & deposit. No inside
lude Sl.sun-roof plus many
Available
pets.
lyr
lease.'
$150/mo.
No
Pets:
-$10:000 firm! 436-6094.
100X140 SOUTHWEST other extras, $5,990
753-5980.
now! 753-7473.
1994 BUCANEER 14X52,
Villa subdivision. All city 436-2778
SMALL' 2br house, 6 mi- utilities:reduced. 753-4873
new,furnished,in Fox Mea- FOR 3 people,
1989 MAZDA 626,'blue,
dows All for $23,000.firrn. - partially furnished, avail- nutes from town, Just off 94 after 6pm.
135,XXX miles, $4,100.
- able June 1st, $150/me by Duncan's Grocery ,
CaN 759-9314,759-4451 evenings.
S295/mo. 753-2339 Or BEAUTIFUL wooded buildBY owner--1967Buccaneer7
ing lot close to Murray on 1990 MAROON-Chevy Lu753-8767.
double wide 26'X70',- vinyl HILLOALE Apartments
paved road. $8,900. Call inina,.4,4r. new tires, clean.
`IMO/
•
siding, Shingle roof. 3br, 2 under new Management
Paul Dailey, RE/MAX, Call 753-0t18 after 6prrL
full baths, den with fire- Come see the changes loft753=7653.
FOE -Real
place, central h/a, stove, ing place. Now available
1990 PONTIAC Bonneville,
Pr Assam
refrigeratOr, clithwasher; 2br apartment, 24hr mainfully loaded, excellent con450
large 15'X17' covered front tenance. Handicap acces- BARNS for rent: Air cured,
.dition, blue/Silver.
Farms
porch,81(12'covered back sible. Office hours Burley, Darkfired
759-9965 or 753-4356.
For Saki
porch..241C24'work shop & 8am-4:30pm Mon-Fri. 753-1300 or 489-2116 after
(Clip This Ad And Save For A._ Hindi, Ritel*iee)
HOG farm 11.5 acres, wa- 1492. EAGLE Talon, '16V
2 bay carport, other out- Equal Housing Opportun- 7pm.
ter, electricity, farrowing DOHC, 4cyl,,5sp, loaded,
buildings. 2 acre lot 3rniles ity, TDpat 1-800-545-1833
_.,....;
CREEKVIEW Self-storage house. Kirksey area. excellent condition, new
641 South of Murray. Pr- Ext. 287, 437-4113.
tires, 40,XXX miles,
warehouses on. Center 489-2617
iced to sell. Call 753-6962, KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- Drive behind Shoney's
$10,000 obo, 1 owner.
502-753-8613 after
MOBILE home:1 2br, gas land Westly Village, Ibr $20-$40/mo. 759-4081
460
Genorre0 Conitalactor
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
5 30pm
;heat, 100X100 lot in Pine apartment, utilities in
Homes
NORTHWOOD Storage
7 Days Per Week
Bluff Shores, $13,500. duded, rent based on in- presently has units avail808 Cada/star Rd. • Murray. KY
Fee Sib
1993 NISSAN Altima, tilt;
-,..
come.55 & older, handicap
436-5895.
759-1835
& disabled. Equal Housing able. Call 753-2905, 2BR on % acre with 2 cruise; power windows,
_. ....
car. Call 753-0851,1
clean
TRAILER & small cabin out 0 p-portunity. 753-7536.
out-bifildings, new vinyl sidafter 6pm.
.
on 1346 down by Ledbetter 502-354-8888.
ing, - fold-in windows, new
RON HALL Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
370
Church 753-1038
well
&
septic"system,comHEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
GT,
RED
Trans
Am
1994
LARGE 2br. gas heat,
Livestock
pletely redecorated 2yrs loaded, 4,9XX miles.
- Chiropractor - ,-..
4-,
_-,-, Central Heating A Cooling Service & Installation
super low utilities, dose to
& Supplies
280
ago, gas heat, $36,000. 753-2445, before 4pm.
Eloancal Service &-Installation
college, other tennents are
Call
for
an
appointment
Licensed Gas Merchant
professionals. Depo- EXCELLENT trail horse; 489-2440.
quiet
Homes For Root
sit required. $395/mo. gentle, 6yr old, Forret! 315R, i.batb.country home.
(502) 435-4699
Murray,. KV•
2BR North of Murray,' Available August 1st & Quarter Horse, 15 2, 2 -acres Yard. 8 acres of
495
$1,500 Call 753-2905 or good pasture. Fully
753-8828.
$210/mo. 753-8582.
4 • 753-7536
e
.-equipped Satellite; large
28R trailer. No pets MUR-CAL Apartments now
-----Wa-yne-EggiiisBackhoe-Serviee
room,
newly
deck,
lots
of
Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding*.
accepting applications for HAY for sale Fescue or
7&3-9866.
1973 GMC cargo van, 20ft,
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
1, 2 and 3br apartments Clover, $1 75 a bail or $2 landscaped, $45,000. In in good condition, asking
Doors, Windows, Door Track & Trolleys. and "Insulation SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br. Phone 759-4984. Equal with storage 436-2569
TN close to KY line.
for Metal Buildings
. . .
"
- Call Us Anytime •
$1,200 obo. See Roger
electric or gas. Walking dis- Housing Opportunity
901-247-3301.
• Office (.502) 489-2722
Rd.
(Hwy.
2- 99)
Butterworth
or
phone
Hudson
tance to college. 753-5209
Home: 15021 489-2724
Murray, KY 42071
4 NEW 3br houses on city 753-4545.
NEW 142br apts in Farwater & sewer. Will conmington. Starts at $310 w/
300
-Sider trading for other propwater & garbage paid.
500
Business
erty. Priced in thel70's to
•
refng,
Used
Stove,
w/d,
disLassieCollie
2
MALE
Rentals
Dan 41 Sue Webb Licensed Dealer
hwasher furnished
Trucks
pups, AKC registered, 6mo low $80's. 753-3672 after
Hy.
Murray,
Rd.
•
,
Rt.
5
Yarbrough
DOWNTOWN office space 345-2748 after 4pm, old. 753-4505.
5pm.
4,:j.j.,.IA ,...iii All Types of-Refuse Service _.
1983 FFt_c___14
_available across _from 762-4483 days.
1,temll. FAK-CASMIOg_fkiwittlEttktion
—
AKC Chow puppy for sale.---9YR old 3br home. Cede! $2,000 obo. 436courthouse. $95/mo indud
1-800-585-G033
—
siding, pool with deck, Mark
ing all utilities. 753-1266. NEW 2br duplex apart- Call 759-1668
Bud Stewart, Route Manager
ments, gas heat, w/d hookpaved drive on I acre of 1987 MAZDA B2000 pickBasset
AKC
registered
PERFECT for office or re- up, appliances furnished,
land, nicely landscaped
- tail business High visibility no petS, available July 15th, Hound puppies, tricolored. with many extras, only 4 up, cab plus LX, with Leer
on 121 Bypass. 753-2225 $425/mo, lyr lease, depo- $125/ea. Papers, wormed miles from town, $75,000 fiberglass topper. Asking
$4,700 Call 492-8544.
before 5pm
sit required. Call 753-4873 & shots. 753-7249.
Call 753-6885
RILL MORSE
1988 FOR0450' Lariat, 5
RETAIL or Office Space in after 6:30pm, Allen CFA Himalayan & shaded
1
309 S. Main St.
liter V-8, lwb with tool box,
silver Persian • kittens.
S Side Shopping Center. Properties.
'.. QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
BY OWNER,3br, 11
/
2 bath bed rails, 49,XXX miles.
Dawson Spring, KY 42408
797-2808
1502)
489-2495.
753-4509 or 753-6612
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
v ,,,, New Tires • Struts • Alignments
appliances. No pets. HAVE an obedient, safe formal dining room, living 759-1565.
Brakes • 011 Changes & Lubes
310
Lease. Available August dog for show or home. room, family room with /
1
2 1989 JEEP Cherokee Pion• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Want
15th, $400/mo. 753-7457. Classes or private lessons. bay window. Central gas eer '4 X4, 1 owner,
To Rent
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair,
heat
&
air,
wall-to-wall
492-8615
Murray
for
over
carServing
Lou
V.
NICE, clean 2br apt, w/d
pet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
WANTED to rent in Murray hook-up, nice carpet, ap- 12yrs. 436-2858.
1989 NISSAN pick-up,
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
408 N. 4th St. VISA-MC (502) 753-6779
or nearby. 2-3br home in pliances furnished, 1413 LABRADOR puppies, 14x14f1 storage bldg. Lot white, blue interior, a/c, am/
(502) 753-8346
Deductibles?
of
the
ZsccETTEE
Murray
the $300-$500 monthly Hillwood. Lease/Deposit AKC, yellow, male & fe- 75x150, adjacient lot avail- fm radio, good condition,
MEDICARE.
range. Competent & re- required. No pets. Call male, guaranteed hips. Pa- able Walk to banks & shop- 50,XXX miles, $5,000.
ping Priced to sell, mid
sponsible 'retired couple. 753-0814.
SUPPLEMENT
radise Kennels, 7514106. $70'5. Call for appt. 759-9960.
Did you know
We will be traveling to MurYou are responsible-for the deductibles that Medi•
753-4359.
Grooming
Dog
PEG'S
ray . Call toll free:
soc
care 'does not Pay.$676 on pert A;$100 on Part B.
you could advertise
1-800-222-4427 & leave NOW taking applications 753-2915
FOR sale by owner 3br,
Call me for more information.
message for Porter. We will for Section 8 low rent hous- PURE-bred Chows, ready 11
/
2 bath brick home in
Vans
FREE 1-1ELP IN CLAN FILiNC FOR MY CLIENTS
double spot here,
return call.
ing. Apply in person at to go. Kirksey 489-2042 country (Dexter.area), carCobh
Near
Irvin
LOST:
a.m.-8
P.ni:s
8
Manor, 906 Jana Nightengale.,
Southside
port, screened in front
WANT to rent a nice apartMarina, Basset Hound
Extended, beonly slO per week?
porch, out-buildings, 654
mentor house with pet. Will Broad St
Luke, 15wks old. , Big re8am-12noon. No
tween
acres
of
land.
Call
Ann
pay pet deposit. 753-2337.
ward! Call Chuck or Allyson
phone calls please. Equal
437-4897 after 5pm.
Steffen, 436-2103 or leave
Housing Opportunity.
Product,
GREAT investment poten- message at 753-7477.
120
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- FUTRELL FARMS will tial fixer-upper in nice area
Apartments
furnished,
appliances
plex,
For Rent
sin
open for the season on of town. Priced in the $30's.
Ask for Karen-Ors Tonya.
*central gas heat & air,
Contact RE/MAX,
1,2.3B0 apts. Furnished, $475/mo. 1 mo. deposit, 1 23rd July. Will be offering a 753-7653.
Camps*
very nice near MSU. No yr. lease. No pets. Call full line of fresh produce
00111TOICiel
SerVieeMASTER
Residential
Call 753-8848 on 22nd IN Hardin, frame house on
et
75 3 - 1 25 2 753-2905, 753-7536.
pets
MOTORHOME,
1976
July.
WM
2
acres,
city
water,
gas,
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
Commercial Janitorial Services
new tires,
Kovno
3br, large living room, with 51,XXX miles,
•
SW" Tat*
generator, reduced
*Resilient
Roar Mainieriance <art Maintenance Procure
4
sails
stove, refrigerator, 2- Onan
i
Installation
Case riding
•Uphobtered Rirniture
Services
•Janitorial
Sews
18,000 BTU a/c's & 21ft S5,500. Also
i
1 Rae&
mower, rebuilt engine &
deep freeze $30,000.
sonon,
Riddle
KY
Edward J.
deck, $750. 753-7375
Mayfield. KY
437-4180, 437-4234.
1••00-598-2790
Lk No, 5644
345-2700
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

ke
away

be ',Incaerror

:an

be

=2E"

from
.LamiYa. Small_ Engine -101

p.m.
!

toys

753..2925

ilMost new
3683

int

.1 size pay
)od condime,$1.000

•

vir-c-44.se---N-

(
,

022 ask for -t after 5pm terious inr sprint exnew, $100

84

p.56o

for sale,

- Call 753-4117 day & night_

•

&lea

12:-ia.17:2:-kam.S.',etvi.*c. .e•
Here For
You Can _Advertise
.(13 week -_minimum)
$5,•60.• per, week 7

hu rc h

ce 1892

,•

I

DIAL • 753-1916

ttimerractric

' CAMP

ru
Cr

Si

MURRAY 753.a224

Rivet!
071
888

TOW

tar ;W- L. - .

753-2962 .

Ifessage.1

!284

,

--ICON. . ._ OMY METALlt_SUPPLY CO..
«

759-4685 '

ion

Commercial Waste
-_,. , , -•
. Disposal
a -5 v.....

100-4.111.
Cbt5 a.m.

5:30
-- p.m.

MORSE
., 14 Horseshoe'ing
n '...., ,..„.

7:00 p.m.

INSURANCE

Jim Batna Log Homes

436-5095
Pittman Wheel
Alignment •

McGary

;old

,KY

a

for,

- /53-7890

LRE
OICE

Control
Poison
,
' 753-7588

ilify for
ve offer
'olicies.
Policies
1 plans
Its. We
maranntions)
at the

Dfail 7.03-293f,
Port Attvils.

1DDLE
PLUMBING

For yourrconvenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

- or A+
he best

.? quote.

Visa and Master Card

4F.

ncy

Tam

y, KY
•••-.

Call Us Today!
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Expand your profit$
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Phone Canter of Murray

Commercial
'Telephone Systems
-Caller I.D.
-Intercom Systems
•Phone Jacks
•Paging Systems
•Telephones
Info On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
.Any Type Of Business Communication
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do It Ali

753-0342
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750. AD COULD BE HERE!
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$NO0
Only II.

Per Week

(Minimum 13 Weeks)

Call _753-1915
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES • CALENDARS
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Samba
Unwed

It's Easy When You Know How

AIR Conditioning Ron Hall BRYON S LAWN SEA. VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Heating. Cooling and VICE Free est,mates Service Center, cleaning South dealer.
another trump loser to come, had to
servicing $15 most repairs
Electric Co Service, unit 753-4591
North-South vulnerable.
find a way to dispose of his two
replacement and complete LARRY'S SMALL EN- - $35 Free estimates Route
•
remaining spade losers.
NORTH
A1mo Open 9-12 1 5
instantion Lmensect-gas
GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs Mon -Fn., 753-0530
•J • He started by cashing the club
435-4699
smiler Phone
experience Riding mowace and continued wit,h the queen.
VA
ANTIQUE rehnishing, fur- ers,push mowers, chain
When East followed low, Russell
•4Q 1094 3
niture repair 8 custom saws, or weed eaters Any
4AQJ 52
discarded his seven of spades as
make or model Serviced or
woodworking 753-8056
WEST
EAST'
West also followed low. He then
repaired Reasonable
•K 10 9 6 4 3 2
•—
ruffed the deuce ofclubs.cashed the
APPLIANCE REPAIRS rates Free estimates,
•—
•J 6 5 3 2
Factory trained by 3 major prompt dependable serK-Q of trumps, and exited with the
manufacturers All work vice Satisfaction guaran• K 86 2
•.1 5
eight of trumps to East's jack, proand parts warranted Ask teed 492-8437
+974
K 10 6 3
ducing this position:
lot Andy at The Appliance
SOUTH
North
LICENSED lot electric and
Works. 753-2455
•A Q 7 5
• A Q 10
gas 753-7203
APPLIANCE' SERVICE
K Q 10 98 7 4
+J5
Kenmore, Westinghouse, LIGHT hauling, tree trim•7
West
East
remaval.
Call
Wk•Apori/ 30..i ..yeack ex:
4X-9S—
elt8-15 2 753-2=,
ask.
BOBS(
perience
The bidding:
•J 5
4K
HOPPER 436-5848
MULCH delivered Murray
South West
North - East
South
BACKHOE SERVICE 436-5560
5•
4
4•
Dble
•A Q..
BRENT-ALLEN septic tank , PAINTING interior & aster5V
Dble
Pass
Pass
1709
.
installation, repair, replace- ior. An types of home repair: CARROLL'S custom garOpening lead — ten of spades.
bushhogging
-deft
Free estimates.. Call box aratier,blade work.
—
2- mint 759-1515.
- This deaf occiiiiiid Ark-the 19 _82 teft
Thetween a rock and •
BACKHOE Service - ROY 436-5032 anytime.
GrandNatienalPaii-Championship.----- a hard -place. If he returned a low
Pree' estimates Gerald
HILL Septic system, drive- PLUMBING repairman with Carroll, 502-492-8622. ,
WASHINGTON — U.S. Senator Wendell Ford (D-KY) met with Charles -Cliff -Russell. well-known Miatni diamond, declarer would- will with
ways, hauling. foundations, same day service Call
CHII1 Chim Chimney VIllanova, a student at Murray High School, during his recent visit to Beach expert who finished second the queen and dispose pf.his spade
etc 759-4664
436-5255
aw•stis. has 10% senior Washington, D.C. with the National Young Leaders Conference. among-the thousandiof-Pairs who loeer on dummy's ace ofdiamonds:if
played in the eventelield the Soigh he returned, the king of clubs in. _ BACKHOE Service, corn- ROCKY COLSON Home atizer•diecounts We sell
oundattons.:, Septic Repeat-. Rbolint „siding,• chimneycips and screens
hand lbncl vecnine,up as declarer in- itead:declarer would itaff awl then
:sySteMi RH.Ndsbitt. '
'
*.'""
1•-..,-,,..-:i;,iiiiPt
'fiVe.heasts doubled.- ,
--ifrepoileofhiaitiisideloaeronduinmy's
painting.- plumbing. con- -.435-4101
sonry Phone -492-8516, crew -.-Free estimates Call
4
1 7.1V.
.•
. Wiestieathe spade ten,coveredby _ jack of clubs. Either way, Russell'
:''''
.-'.4--'
8_ -.1
'-.----COMPLITER SERVICE
_L
__
-- pager- 762-7221
474-2307 -theia-clt and ruffed by East. East wasTiertain to ,make five hearts-TRAINING 502-753-7001.. TUESDAY,JULY 19, 1994
...ALL'S Window Cleaning. SEAMLESS gutters inturned a-trump to duinmy's.ace
doubled for a score off350 points.
Back to help viith.,your stalled,- residential coc corn... -COOPER Layoff- -Sencltie-- • (For your personated daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based On your o
Westshowing out,and Russell,with
01994 Kina Fmturea,Syndicat.. Inc.
Call
.
existing
&
New
company
-Spring-cleaning
willbill yqiiItite of birth, call J-900:988-7788. Your phone
mercial, Servall Gutter Co. 502-435:4508. .
...
- ResidentialiCommerciaj 753-6413. .
cents a minutei
------.
753-5934 ------"
COUNTERTOPST-custorit
SHEETROCK
stiong-opinTODAY'S CHII1VREN: Although these..youngstee,
- BOB'S Plumbing Repair_ textured ceilings._ -tarry Hornet, lrailers,, offices.
. Service' All work guaran- Chrisman.' 492,8r42. • • Wulff's Reeiovery, Murray. ions,- they sornetime.4.weriense_ditticulty Making de-at-Slues. Boni people.
436-5560.
teed: 753-1134 or- pleasers, they havelroublth saying "ne."
._Wise p i.it_epi-s-Will point ofit that try- 15 Years Experience SUREWAy Tree & Stump
"
436-5832-v-,-ing to evade the issue will only complicite _things: These Culterialis7AOve
full
with
Removal- insured
let
them
have
,a
pet!
for
animals
will
show
up
age.
By
all
at an-early.
means.
licensed moo
•Cover-iio specialist
- line of equipment. Free es- -CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
.dis- —
st in Calloway Co.,-CARPET binding & frump -timates. Day_ or night. a;141 tooling Service: Corn-. .A career in.ve(erinary medicine, farming or environmental science is- a -.
+ No drugs or alcohol
;Slete--installation and tar- tinct possibility. - . _ r
iri Enger. Custom Design 763-5484.
+ Sterile methods
vice C-all Gary_ at.
- Carpets, 753-761i4,.Dave,&
ct.
-J
a
n
Pik
OR
De
C
A
•Must be at least
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
THE Gutter -Co. Se.amless 759-4754.
Lissa Godar • &mars..
+ Over 29 bright colors
18 years old ,
NEXT YEAR OF YO.UR LIFE: 19): Tate a chance on an idea pitialunnourin gutters, VarietyCARPO-FeTS for Cars. and of colors. .Licensed. in- CUSTOM bulldozing and Reenting.the role an older persCin _posed by your Mete or-partner. -A
+
Many
designs
to
choose
tiutks. Special sizes -for • sured. Estimate available backhoe work;septic sys•-_, has played in your success would be solid foundation must be [aid aid all
teme,154-816.1-alter -4prri,
"
MotOr home, boats.. RVS- 759400.,
cheekedpy
experts.
details
carefully
silly.
-Acknowledge
•yourdebt, then
FOR AIP1'OINT.N1LNT, CALL: 753-4748
Horacritholar
..an-d etc Excellent protecGet any financial promises„in WritPatio door- CUSTOM round baling. mOye forward. Pay special attention
• non_ high- quality.._excellent wtNCIOW
to details in September. An-attrac- ing to prevent misunderstandings.
. value 'RoyHal 759-4664. glass replacement. 753-0062:
AQUAtIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
753-2330..
tive newcqmer could claim your
D & D krawn Care. Fre• "heart In December. Travel is best Distance yourself from risky busi
estimates. 482296.
postponed ontil February of 1995. A nesS moves_cir erraticpeople. A rep. utation for honesty is an irreplaceDRYWALL,' finishing,. re- - project you -recycle ifekt
able-asset! Welcome news arrives
could
win
you
a
prestigious
award.
Pairs, additions and blow"Check with Bob for the
Overseat investments will. enhance - from afar.- Two hearts beat as one in
ing ceilings. 753-4.761.
-aromantic setting. Show tenderness.
your financial security:
lowest competitive price"
,GERA1,..NALTERS..
PISCES (Feb. 19-Karch- 20);
CELEBRITIES; BORN "ON
'
RooCng, Vinyl siding, paintAvoid
.
_ taking unnecessary risks.
THIS
DATE:
tennis
player
Hie
.
,._
W..: r911€•••9/
Free
estimates.
18
.-ing.
Stick
to conventional methods whertNastase,
actor
George
Dzunifia
yeirs experience. LOcal redealing with conservative people. A'
("Law and Order"),soap actor Andy
ferences. 753-2592,
By Appointment- 753-1061•FREE Car Piek-up & Delivery '
meeting of minds could mean true
For !nstallation and Service
_Kavovit, ballet dancer Natalya Bess-lestering w/attendani
love. Devote More- time to artistic
rnertnova, singer Vikki Carr, French
512 South 12th St., Murray
HADAWAY Construction.
TOUCHLESS AUTOMATIC
endeavors or physical fitness.
painter Edgar Degas.
...,
Remodeling,
vinyl
siding,
Owners Kimber& Jimmy Joe Here
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Sit
vinyl- replacement win1301 N. 12th St.•U.S. Hwy.641 N.•Murray, KY 42071
dows vinyl flooring. .`tight and ignore the pie-in-the-sky
suggestions from your mate or
436-2052.
another close companion. Following
HANDYMAN for hire. Roof- te wrong advice
could cause big
ing. hoiste repair & yards
.headaches later on Try to get some
_ mowed. 474-2037. •
-exercise every day.
41110 A
JIM'S 'Garden Service.
KU,MOP*
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Let
• Garbens- breaking, dis- others take the lead at work. Do not
king, tilling. Lawns- seeding
& fertilizing new or existing. be afilid to venture into new territory.
Blade work & bush:
' only the best till suit you today —
Experienced builder of houses, • hogging. Reasonable the best food,clothes and friends. An
offbeat romance is, possible.
rates 753-3413
garages, pole barns & storage
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
buildings Also remodeling Call for
KITCHEN CABINET REBusiness
negotiations could proceed
FACING.
Make
your old
estimates, no job too large or too
new again with Formica. All at a dizzying pace this morning.
small
colors, free estimates. Written suggestions for boosting
Wulff's Recovery, Murray, efficiency or improving "sErvice.
KY 436-5560.
merit careful consideration. Follow
up on a daring idea. A financial goal
is closer than you think.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22):
Morning aerobics or a brisk walk will
invigorate you. Keep your nose to the
grindstone during business hours.
Although Progress can be made in
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
the financial area, leave the big decid
r rurthinleach/to-11day it'Alerrlitsilftnds: You gbt A
sionMeRididito
—iCtOliitort a child:2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for
LEO (July.23-Aug. 22): Finish
mmmlir
pending business before leaping into
a new venture. Exciting financial
opportunities are on the horizon.
(Minimum of 13-Weeks)
HCMC asks you to join us
Your private moments with sOmeStop by our officttoday or dial 753-1916
one may one day be revealed. Keep
In welcoming Dr. Hamp,
money-and friendship strictly sepawho comes to HCMC
rate. Build savings.
from Vanderbilt
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): This
is no time to pass judgment on your
University Medical
creative efforts. Use your skills as a
Center.
researcher to find out more about a
Dr.
Hamp
and Dr. Selby
health problem. Romance with an
comprise
a team of
older person could leave you greatly
changed.
highly trained
. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): ChilPediatricians, ensuring
dren will be the biggest-beneficiaries
that
your child receives
A large group of members of Valley Authority has made a com- of something that occurs today. LisWest Kentucky Rural Electric mitment to hold rates for the next ten to an experienced and respected
the best possible care.
Cooperative held their 545th Annual four years, and West Kentucky
voice when itcomes to investments.
meeting on July 9t North;Callo- RECC does not foresee a rate' Look fqr silks to beat the competition at their own -kerne'. 5
way County- Elementary School, to increase in the near future.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
"TVA has not had a rate increase
hear a report from manager Michael
Make sure that service exceeds--uAlderdice,elect three directors,-and since 1988," Alderdice noted. Interconduct other business.
esting statistics concerning the custo'mer's expectations and busiINFANTS THROUGH
Alderdice told the group that cooperative included: Membership ness will boom. Automated processof.;,41-prodiR-1- -c-tie- save -you
extreme weather conditions UR" - now is 32,057,a gain of607 over a
ADOLESCENTS
money. Better organization is the
winter caused widespread outages . year ago, and, there are now 3,486
key to outstanding success at work.
in the WKRECC service area, how- miles of distribution lines, with
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
totaling
ever, the West Kentucky customers consumers per mile of line
21): Find out what it is like to stand
escaped the serious problems exper11.84."
on your own two feet. Independence
ienced by neighboring areas.
Ralph Edington, presided of the will bring both happiness and finan"Some utilities suffered damages in
RECC board of directors, presided cial success. A child has unlimited
excess of $1.5 million dollars,"
at the meeting, at which time dc- potential. Nurture a natural talent
without thought of reward.
Alderdice said, adding that local
'tors Eugene Chaney, of CalloWay
RECC crews volunteered to go to
County, and Carolyn Wood and
other areas to assist during the crisis.
Robert Spalding, both of Graves
The'manager noted that the
County, were re-elected by acclaCooperative had received a loan
mation; their terms having, having
from REA enabling the changing of
expired,this year.
4,000 poles and the reconductor of
Others serving on the board are:
250 miles of line, a project now
Jewell Conner, of Graves County;
under way.
Gilbert Baker and Paul Burd, MarAlderdice stressed the imporshall
County; and Ted Lovett and
tance oflandowners allowing co-op
Calloway
William
Murdock,
crews to trim trees on the right-ofCounty.
way, thus helping prevent loss of
Among special guests at the
electricity and damage to equipment
meeting was Ron Sheets, president
as well as power outages.
of the Kentucky Association of
On a positive note, the manager
Electric Cooperatives.
told the group that the Tennessee
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\ William Duncan
Building Contractor

HC HENRYCOUNTY
-Mc MEDICALCENTER

474-8267

is pleased to announce
Dirk Hamp,M.D., Pediatrician,
has,joined the medical stall.

Attention
Class, ed Advertisers!
Only $5 A Week!.

WKRECC elects officers,
discusses REA loan

Paris Pediatrics P.C.

OPENING SOON

AUDIO
SERVICES

Debra Selby, M.D.
Dirk Hamp.M.D.
405 on Avenue,Suite B
Faris. TN 38212
(901)644-2717

Complete
Electronic
Re•air
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TODAY IN HISTORY •

MONDAY JULY 18 1994

.13

• LOOKING BAPK

ity The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July; 18, the 199th day o(1994. There are 166
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Twenty-five years ago, on July- 18, 1969, a car driven by..4en.
plUfiged off a bridge on Chappaqu*
EffiiikM10
.
117KeiRle.:4
:
- -D4of
ineyard. His passenger, Mary Jo Kopechdick Island near Martha'
ne, 28,. died.
„,.
On" this date:---'
•
Great
Fire
of
Rome
began.
In A.D.,64, the
In 1,136', the authority of the pope -was declared void in England.
h' 1192. American naval hero John Paul Jones died in. Paris at age

Tea years ago
John Nelson Nichols, 51,
employee of Murray's Texgas.
Offices, died in an accident when
the truck fell through' a wooden
btidge and overturned on a road
just off Highway 121 South,
about six miles from Murray.
D. Elwolid Brown Jr. who has
owned and oeprated WestsideVeterinary Clinic since 1976, has
sold the business to Noel Thomas
DVM and Rotiert Salley DVM.
Bernadette S. Jones of Murray
has been named coordinator of
Minority Student Affairs at Murray State University.
.
Serving as new officers of
Cireative. Ans.nepartment -of
Murray Woman's Club are Shirley, Martin, Gail Baust, Frances
Brown and Jane Babb.
,Tweaty years agq .
Mrs.- Steplicir'Adaini is the
1-f)-,000th patron- to receive a

library cud from Calloway
and Open Winner, are pictured as - Smith.
County Public Library, according
Forty years ago
wieners of Tractor Driving Cornto. Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
-Wells Overbey has been named
iest at Murray-Calloway County
Holmes Ellis, - Fleetwood
to the Mtura_y_Board of Education
Jaycee Fair.
Crouch, Lester Nanny and, Sid
Jud_y Linn Jones. the Oro _sOhs_ Jo fill the unexpired -terolv-a--AJI.-Easley are new Officers Of CalloAustin who died recently. Other
of Mr. and Mss. Earl Forsee and
way County Chapter of American
board members arc Dr. A.D. ButKatrinia Nicks are pictured as
Red -Cross.
terworth. Luther Robertson,- Mrs.
talent show winners at MurrayMrs. George Hart presented a
Joe Baker and J.W. Outland,
Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
program on Calloway County
Willie Dixon, 30, of Dexter
Marion Ferguson. daughter of
Landmarks" at a meeting of Murdied July 16 in a two-car colliMr. and Mrs. ES. _Ferguson, is
ray Magazine Club held at Holision on Highway 57-near Prince
one of 35 Girl Scouts enrolled in
day Inn with Mrs. Leland Owen
ton, Ind.
two-week camping session at
as hostess.
Vickie Crawford, daughter of
Camp Bear creek.
Ann Hart, Anti Can. Debbie -Mr: and Mrs. Donald Crawford-of
Capt. and Mrs. O.H. Erwin of _
Smith .and Pearl Tucker are
Lyqn Grove, arid member or estiCharleston, S.C.. arc visiting her
among 15 persons involved in a
CourtlY High School ChapMurray State University Summer - ter of Future Homemakers-of father. Nix Harris, and other
relaiaves.
Workshop at London, England.
AineriCat was a delegate lo the
this summer.
Sgt.--a-ifd--Mii.-Joe-W.:Cahoon
National FHA meiling ainfair
Mr. and Mrs. Craw(cird Arnett 'iltrin
and son, Joe Max, of Columbia,
Th
Hotel, Chicago, HI., July
were married SO years July 12.
S.C., are the guests of their _
43-16.
7.1iirty years• ago
Mrs. Era Walton -of Hazel.—parcnts, Mr. and Mrs. Euphrcy
Larry Armstrong, 4-H toivi-- 'Park, Mich., has been the guest
Cohoon and Mrs. Sue Ella
sion, and ;Richard Spann; FFA_
_
of her daughter, Mrs. James -Fara_

In 1872. Britain introduced the concept of voting by secret balk*.
In 1927, Ty Cobbhit safely for .the 4.000th time in his career.
In 1932, the United States and Cana,signed a treaty to develop
the St. Lawrence Seaway.
-In 1936, the Spanish Civil War began when Gen. Francisco Franco
led- -aw-itcpsising-of,arinii.4w_ 04is-based---in--Spastish..7114orth--AfsicaIn 1944, 50 years ago, Hidekj Tojo was removed allapanese premier and- war minister because of ietbacks sufferadbrhis country in
World War 11.
In 1%14,.American forces in France Captured the NOrmandy town of
Lo. •
_
Ten ye4rs ago: A gunman opened fire at a MeDeinald'S fast 1-ood
restaurant in San Ysidro, Calif., killing- 21-'people before being shot_
dead by Olice. Wake!
. F. Mondale won the Democratic presidential
,
p
,•1
line toys that she has Doling to him about his doll. _
.nominatipn in San- Francisco,younedrildren,
who can
baby-sit
_
isTor"C
This
ABBYworry about'
. Eive yeart.-ago:_Reveising-an tIrlier decision, ten. Wojciech...Jar- reined Mom'whose 2-Year-old-son, __•earry on an- intelligent_ conversation
This sa,me neighbor asked myuzelski declared his candidacy for.Poland's presidenCy,-which he won 'llickv," liked to play with dolls: We, • with adolts, who plays baseball and,
DEAR ABBY: 14hen my son was son why_he=hacl.a.doll, I saw her
an in
Uri'wheihe--loolted.
:up at
-and
with at
ofiy: Actress Rebee&
-!Schaeffer, 21, was ilicit1O. deathi at too, firgl'a son who.at Aar:Age .
2 la,I gai,•e-.bilif a doll: I-Te-,STipped- '
np.t*,Isitcheri
or
not afraid to clean uge
requested-Sibetial Cb'bh -Patch. '
it under his arm as he rode his Th.- her wih,,his big blue eyes arid said her Los Angeles home by obspsedfall Robert Bard°, who was later- :
doll 4i.,;;,..x:N,mas. He Played with show affection in front of his friends
cycle up and down in front of the clearly, I'm devel;iping My,.paternal
_ -i
sentenced to life in" prison.
at the
a
nd
now'
house, where I could easily monitor iinstincts!"•, _ •
tht
One year ago: FBI Ditertor William Sessions adntinued to _resist
st:,
iste whoisin college. says', • him through -the kitchen window. Incidentally, Abby, both my sons
iceeps-thaifioll in
of 1
White House-suggestions tie step -down, saying-he-would resign only
want to meet someone like
ke allroom.
One day I saw a rather disagree, have become wonderful fathers. I
if President Clinton asked him tO _
Has-it made him 'Iunny"? Oaty,if--Michael.".
'able elderly neighbor woman bend •'might add, my daughter played,
relax,2Concerned," and let _nver_ and sa sOrnethingla.-/Ttm, with trucks as well as dolls.
Today's birSaays: Actor Hume Cronyn is.83. Comedian Red
•you consider a young=who.
his nurturing tendencies bear fruit.
'-Ynurs for better_piiren
ton -is 81. South Afrkan President-Nelson Mandela is 76. *Sen. John
which chused him to run to our
never leave-s for:schoolr
s'aP BETSY MOSS,PHOENIX
GINNY FROM OREGON
front door. When I opened'it. he
Glenn,-D-Ohici, is '13. 'Skating champion and commentator Dick But
the phone, or goes to sleep without
asked -'Mommy, am I a little boy:or
telling Us he loves -us "funny"; who
ton is 65. Author-journalist Hunter S-_,--_Thompson is 55. ginger Ricky
* * * ,
DEAR GINNY: The letters for a little 'gill?" Of course, I told hini
never allows me to open a door, who
Skaggs is
5- always_compliments his aunts and "Concerned,Mom" are still com- that-he was a little boy, and since
Thought for.Todif "Miracles arc propitious iccidents, the natural
- DEAR ABBY: In,,response to - sister, who crihges when he,hears ing in. A few samples to further (even at 2 1721 he spoke very clearly,
causes'of which are too Complicated to'be readily understood." - other children talk back to their' reassure the mother whose son I told hit* what to say if this neigh- !Concerned Mom," I ha:Ve two sons,
_George San tayana;-- American philosopher-(1863-1954
'parts. who absolutely -loves tO. preferred dolls to more niascu- bor - or anyone else-questioned -tret, who is 2.years old, and Niro_
When 1-was pregnant with my
second, 1- gave Bret a doll-from my .
childhood. Every- day, we Lathed,
fe4od dressed the "baby," so that
By GARY LARSON
THE FAWSIDE
when Nicolas-was born, Bret knew
FOuR SPRING ROLLS,ONE ),
.00K AT BLimSTEAO)
w. bat to expect.
f SWEET AND SOuR
CONCENTRATE! iNiAKF
Everyone is amazed at how lov\,• FC,RK,ONE FRIED RICE
A I3EAUTIFUL 51614T
ing Bret is toward.his little brother
AND ONE BEEF
' and haw mueh he enjoys helping me
WiThl SCALLIONS(
also-loves to help rilewith him.clean..
Bret*
cook and
'.
No one would think twica about'
a -girt-ghtioting basketi or.pIying
with ears-,-but--boys- are atilrouppoged to remain “boyisli:'If we give -"emir sons the freedom to express
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Carol Todd

Mrs. Moela Faye Wrye Minton

Carol-Todd, 60, Ryan Avtjue, Murray, died Saturday at 10:45 a.m.
at his home. ,
An employee of Generall'ite .dts-Rubber Co., Mayfield, he was a
member of Glendale Road Church af Christ.
Born Jan. 14, 1934, at Sharon, Tenn.;41e s the son of the late Edd
ç,eding him in death
Gilbert Todd and Estella Beaton Todd. Also
were three brothers, Herbert, Cloys and U.W. Todd.'
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Juanita Cope Todd.,-tp whom he
was married on Aug. 23, 1985; onadaughter, Mrs. Ronda Todd_ Norsworthy and husband, Mark, Rt. 8, Mayfield; two sons, Billie Todd-and
wife, Penny, Clinton, and Carl Todd and wife, Tracy, Buford:five stepdaughters, Mrs. Gloria Jean Collins and husband, Bobby,
Murray, Mrs. Debora Culp and husband, Louis, Sharp, Mrs. Rita Phillips and- hasbandr -Junior-, and-Mrs.-Donnie Butler and-husband, James;
Bcnton, and Mrs. Sabrina Tucker and husband, Joey, Pryorsburg.
Also surviving are two brothers, Marshall Todd and -wife, Lucille,
Sharon, Tenn., and A.L. Todd, Dresden, Tcnn.; hi mother-in-law,
Mrs. Lava Vaughn, Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Jean Todd, Witchata,
Texas; .12 grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeraL will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock- ;—
Coleman.- Fuilerat Home. Bobby Crittendon.is officiating.
Burial wilt,
,‘ follow in Stewart Cemetery.
Friends may call at .the funeral home.

Mrs. Moela Faye Wrye Minton, 73, Rt. 1, Box 263R, Monticello,
died Saturday at her home..
A retired mail clerk for Dorman Products, she was a member of
First Baptist Church, Monticello, and Order of the Eastern Star.
Born May 26, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Hardin Wrye and Frances Dunn Wrye.
Survivors include her husband, Elmer Arthur Minton; two daughters, Mrs. Rita Ferguson, Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. Nancy Patterson, Boston, Mass.; one son, Jerry Minton, Cincinnati, Ohio; one sister, Mrs.
Berline Wolfe, Florida; two grandchildren, Christopher Paul Minton
and Scott Andrew Minton.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Hoyt G.
Hi
& Son Funeral Home, 416 North Main St., Monticello. The .
Rev. . -Meadows- will -officiate. fluilat--witt-fottrivr in Elk SpringCemetery
Friends•itiay
I at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight (Moaday).

Mrs. Ella Higgins
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Mrs., Ella Higgins, 97, a native of Trigg County, formerly of.Radtri:ah;'died SaturcUy at 6:10 p.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center.
She was a member of Twelfth Street Baptist _Church, Paducah.
Her three husbands, John Joyce, Robert Cook and Lemon Higgins,
her parents, Sam Meredith and Lillis Wells Meredith, and three children preceded her in death....„ -.Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Evelyn Myers, Rt. 1, Hardin,'
and Mrs. Vioma Lofton, Murray; five sons, Darwin Higgins, Reidland,
'C.D. Higgins, Almo, Houston Ftiggins, 130Sz, The„-lbert Joyce, Hardin,
and Alvin Joyce, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Maggie Litchfield, Padscart;- several grandchilderen, great-grandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren.
The _funeral will be todii-44-.2 pin., in the--chaperof_Filbekic and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Frank M.yers,,John Joyce and'
Tony Joyce will officiate. Burial will follow in Jenny Ridge Cemetery
in Land Between the Lakes..
Friend's may call at the funeral home.
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES I
300 South 4th St.

753-9586

Murray's Only *3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
'88 Chevy Cavalier Good intim local ...,.....— '2,850
'87 Dodge Dakota Mos truck
*3,250
'85 Buick Century v-6, loaded
'1,800
'87 GMC Truck v4, &damage, AC
*3,500
'89 SOnbird *co.'...
'2,950
'85 Cadillac--sharp
...
*2,900
'87 GiviC Van Loaded, V-6
'3,400.
'81 Datsun 4x4 Truck
*2,400
.....
. '88-Grand Am Red'J...
*2,900
'81 Buick Regal v-6
4
*800 ''80 Ford Courier Autocratic, 90,000 Tiles •
:, - al.800 t
'86 Chevy Celebrity 4 Cylinder
'1,450
79 Chevy Silvered() Dependable
'1,600
'84 Buick LeSabre 1 owner
*2,200

1-800-292-2434
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Justin Blake Brasher
Justin Blake Brasher, 7, Brunswick Circle, Paducah, died Saturday
at 9:45 p.m. at his. home. He had heel in ill health for sometime.
Survivors include his- parents,- Paul Bradley Brasher and Stacie
Thompson. Brasher; one brother, Paul Bradley ,Brasticr Jr., Paducah;
his grandparents, the Rev. David and Carolyn Phillips Brasher., Murray, and James and Barbara Thompson, Central -City; his greatgrandparents,. Paul and Thelma Eaves-, Central-City:.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Bellview BaptiSrChurch.
Paducah, where he was a member. Dr. Billie Friel and Dr. E. Lee
James will officiate.
Burial will follow in Miller Cemetery in Livingston County.
-- -Friends -bay at -Roth Funeral-Home, Paducah, after 4 p.m. today
(Monday), and after 11 a.m. Tuesday at-Bellview Baptist Church.
.Expressions of sympathy may take" the form of donations to
Gideons Bible Society or The Dream Factory.
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Castal C. Gore
astal C. Gore, 79, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Sunday a(317 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was preceded in death by one daughter, Mrs. Maxine Gore
Cope; one grandson, Michael Shane Rogers; his parents, Chester Gore
and Josie Dowdy Gore; three sisters, Bessie Sellers, Treless Mays and
Geraldean Rogers; one brother, Zolan Gore.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs, Helen Breedlove Gore; one son,
Dalton.Gore; two brothers, Edgar Gore and Carnola Gore, Mayfield;
eight grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
Services'will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The- Rev. frarry Yates will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Martin Rogers, Joe Rogers, Chuck R igers, Keith
Rogers, Terry Rogers and Eric Gore, all grandsons. BuriaA will folldW
in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Florence Wolter
•

•

Services for Mrs. Florence Wolter were Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
chapel of-Pitheck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Burial was to be in
GracAand Ceinetery, Milwaukee, -Wis. k-Mrs. Wolter, 88, Hardin, died Friday at 7:37 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. Her husband, Erwin L. Wolter, and her parents,
Albert and Elizabeth Hoppe, preceded her in death.
She was a member of Salem Lutheran Church, Milwaukee.
Survivors incude one daughter, Mrs. Leora Krisik, Menomonee
Falls, Wis.; two sons, Larry Wolter and Don Wolter, Hardin; one
brother, Arthur Hoppe, Green Day, Wis.; three grandchildren, Diane
Krisik, Charles Krisik Jr. and Cindy. Smith; 11 great-grandchildren.

We're Remodeling Throughout
The Store.
If We Can Sell It We Won't
Have To Work Around Itl
So We're Making It Easy For You With

STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS
Plus

Mrs. Hilda Bynum
The funeral for Mrs. Hilda Bynum will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock:Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Omar Jenkins
will officiate. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from .2 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).
Mrs. Bynum, 83, Warren, Mich., formerly of Murray, died Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St. John's Hospital, Detroit, Mich.

NO PAYMENTS NO INTEREST
FOR 1 FULL YEAR
— OR
UP TO 3 YEARS ABIOLUTELY
INTEREST FREE!

Investments Since 1854.
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FURNITURE,INC.
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray
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